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New York Jewish Clubland

By albert M. FRIEDENBERG

JEWISH

clubs are a distinct survival of the conditions which existed when the

Jews were shut up in the mediaeval Ghettos. This statement I repeated to

myself as I set out on a tour of inspection of what are known as the Jewish

clubs of this city. It is true, the buildings in which these clubs are housed and

their appointments are magnificent, and in accord with modern demands
; yet

why have we a Jewish club per se? Strange, the Jews are so assimilative; in all

respects they are Americans; still, pleasures they must take apart from their fel-

low men and among those of their own race.

I do not intend to deliver a sermon on the Jewish clubs. There are reasons

for their existence, although, as said above, the Jew himself is anxious to enjoy
himself with Jews. Here in this country, despite the glories of our democratic

institutions, social anti-Semitism has as a rule been rampant, and the Jew has

been forced, by sheer stress of circumstances, to gather himself in his own club-

land pretty much as he takes care of his own needy co-religionists.

And yet, there is a Catholic Club (so called) in this city, although no set of

Hebrews has been courageous enough to come out with
"
Jewish Club

"
as the

name of their organization. The Jews have been content to give German names

to their clubs since only the German Jews, some half a century ago, began to feel

the need of having clubs of their own.

Here, in this city, we have quite a number of clubs which are professedly

Jewish, as much so as the Army and Navy Club at Washington is specifically n

military organization, and more Jewish even than the Lawyers' Club is a meet-

ing-place for the members of the bar.

To enumerate these clubs in brief. First, we have the Harmonic, founded in

1852, whose members are said to be the most exclusive and aristocratic amonar
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THE PROGRESS CLUB

the German Jews. The Harmonic is the club to join, and it usually has a long

waiting list. The members of the club are said to be split up into cliques; at any

rate, staid formality and an absence of sociability are usually characteristic of the

affairs given by the club. That form of card-playing known as
"
poker

"
is only

permitted on New Year's Eve
;
at other times throughout the year less venture-

some games of chance are indulged in. Nevertheless, the Harmonic is a delight-

fully social organization for the older ones in New York Jewry, and while it may
not offer much in the

"
strenuous line

"
to young persons, it is a club of which

many are glad to be members.

The Progress occupies a stately building at the corner of Fifth avenue and
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Sixty-third street, which it has just sold to good advantage. This club was found-

ed in 1864, and typifies the progress made by the Jewish community of this city.

From small beginnings it is now about to move into its new quarters at Eighty-

eighth street and Central Park West. When I entered the club-house, I was

struck by the subdued tone of everything about me. Everything was in drab ;

none of the attendants raised his voice above a whisper. Only now and then, as

if from some subterranaean vault, confused noises struck the ear. I heard scraps

of talk :

"
I'll raise it."

" You opened that
'

jackpot.'
" "

This for the
'

kitty.'
"

" Two deuces against a
'

full house.'
" And then that most peculiar sound was

heard—not the ring of metal but the clink of ivory stacked on ivory ! The Prog-
ress Club numbers many influential and wealthy Jewish men among its membeis

who like
"
a quiet game

" now and then. The affairs that the club gives are ex-

tremely enjoyable.

Verein Freundschaft was founded many years

ago, although its present organization dates only

from the year 1879. It is the club par excellence at

which one has
"
a good time," and for that reason, its

aflfairs are great successes. The young folks in Jew-
ish society enjoy every event at the Freundschaft, for

it has an air of sociability, of
"
Freuet euch des Le-

bens." Indeed, some of my own friends belong to

two clubs—to. the Harmonic because it is comme il

faut, to the Freundschaft for enjoyment. Still, the

Freundschaft offers some mental pabulum to its mem-
bers. The club owns an excellent library of German

books, especially rich in the works of modern novel-

ists. This is used by the members as a private circu-

lating library. And at times musical programmes of

marked excellence are presented. In this last respect,

the Freundschaft comes most closely to the great Ger-

man clubs of New York—the Arion and the Lieder-

kranz—with their Mannerchore and their permanent
orchestras. Many Jews, by the way, are members of

these clubs—of course, they are such as enjoy music

and innumerable
"
salamanders

"
with great German

"
steins

"
of beer.

The Fidelio Club, on Fifty-ninth street, and the

newer Criterion Club, on Fifth avenue, are less

known. The Fidelio was founded in 1870. and has

225 members on its roll at present. It provides a

number of entertainments for its members every sea-

son, such as ping pong, pinochle and bowling tourna-

ments, smokers, balls and banquets, kafifee klatsches

and amateur theatricals. The Criterion is an exclu-

sive organization, about which but little is known.
THE FIDELIO
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THE FREUNDSCHAFT

There are many other ckibs in New York where Jews do congregate. We
have the Columbia Club, at Fifth avenue and 127th street. The members are

now building a beautiful home for their organization. The B'nai B'rith Club,

distinctly a fraternal organization, aims to develop the social side of the I. O.

B. B. A branch of this has recently been established on the East "Side
; here,

however, the culture element is emphasized, and the social element used merely
as a means to an end.

I have reserved for final notice the youngest and in many respects the most

characteristic Jewish club in New York. This club has no permanent home, and

its members scarcely see each other except when bidden to the festal board. Tn

other words, this club meets only when a banquet to some great man in Judaism
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or a celebration commemorative of some great Jewish cause takes place.
" The

Judaeans of New York " was founded on January 28, 1897, and is for us what the
"
Maccabseans

"
is for the Jews of London. Indeed, whenever the club gives one

of its far-famed banquets, the demand for tickets is so great that the hall is fre-

(juently taxed to its utmost capacity. Reporters are present to preserve to pos-

terity the wit and wisdom which the flowing wine cup has evoked, and which^

fugitive bubbles on the river of life, would otherwise fall into oblivion. This

club is composed of Jewish men of letters, lawyers, educators and preachers, the

small sprinkling of merchant members acting as the leaven for practical life.

What are known as
"
Judsean Nights

"
have become famous, and since its foun-

dation this club has had Zangwill, anti-Zion, Zion, Cheyne, Straus, Historical,

Greenbaum, Schechter and other nights. On each of these occasions, after the

cravings of
"
the inner man " had been satisfied, serious consideration of certain

problems affecting all Jews alike was the order of the evening. Thus, on " Zion

Night," Prof. Richard Gottheil, the President of the Federation of American-

Zionists, read a thoughtful, suggestive and powerful paper on Zionism, which the

members proceeded to discuss. Then, on "
anti-Zion Night," the Rev. Dr. Kauf-

THE HARMONIE
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mann Kohler, than whom no more gracious and learned opponent exists, pre-

sented his views on the Zionist movement and told the members what was defec-

tive in its propaganda. You all remember the recent
"
Schechter Night," that

feast of reason at which the genial Professor of Rabbinic Theology delivered

such an appropriate and sensible address.

I think I have mentioned every Jewish club in New York that has come to

have a permanent existence. We have seen that these clubs are prosperous, that

in providing the means of passing lighter hours, they are accomplishing a useful

work from the standpoint of social economics, and that in emphasizing the Jew-

ish element, they are the result of natural causes. A word seriously. We have

no Jewish club as such which really takes an interest in the Jewish communal life,

with the possible exception of the Judaeans and none which makes for the devel-

opment of a Jewish self-consciousness such as the German organizations foster.

These clubs are Jewish really in their membership, rather than in their pol-

icy ; and while it is rather expedient to sink the Jewish element in the complex of

American cosmopolitanism, an insistence on the Jewish conditions of modern

times, now and then, would be of value. The pursuit of pleasure in one continu-

ous round makes us callous to misery and suflfering, of each of which surely there

is enough in the Jewish world to-day. These clubs are the means of bringing

together many influential Jews, men of position and responsibility. Cannot there

be provided for example a music programme of distinct Jewish value? Max
Bruch's

" Kol Nidre
"
and Halevy's

" La Juive
"

are selections which would do
more to show our Gentile neighbors that a Jewish club is proud of its inheritance

than all the performances of selections from Wagner. There is something a Jew-
ish club should stand for—it need not preach its mission in and out of season—
just as the New York Catholic Club, which I mentioned at the beginning of this

paper, represents its own church.

We are glad to see so many Jewish clubs in New York. We rejoice to find

our co-religionists grown to affluence and prominence. With the means which

they possess, let them do something for the Jewish Orient—the bourn where

night eternal dwells—and not leave the responsibility for the persecuted Jews of

other lands to those who alone are willing to bear the burdens !
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Oldnewland*

Book II

Chapter IV— Continued

DAVID

continued.
" The economic science of the previous century fully

realized the value of co-operation. But in practical life it was found to

be very difficult of accomplishment. The co-operators were in many
cases too weak to maintain their position until success was achieved. They had

also to contend with the opposition of interests which they threatened. Dealers

in the necessities of life were naturally not happy at the formation of organiza-

tions for the sale of food-stuffs. Furniture manufacturers were not rendered en-

thusiastic by the formation of co-operative cabinet-makers' organizations. All

the limitations of historic conditions worked against the creation of a co-opera-,

tive movement; and yet that is the meliorist condition between individualism

and collectivism. The individual is not deprived of the possibilities and satis-

faction of private ownership, and yet at the same time, he can, by the union of

co-operators maintain a balance with the power of capital. The curse has been

taken from the poor : the curse by which they earned less than their labor was

worth and yet paid more for necessities than the rich. With us, bread is sold at

one price to poor and rich alike. There are no usurers in the necessities of exist-

ence. In he old communities hundreds of thousands of middlemen would have

been destroyed by such a step. We did not give the middlemen of the old style a

chance. We began by the formation of co-operative unions for the sale of edi-

bles. Here again you see the advantage of our being untrammeled by old re-

sponsibilities. We had no occasion to destroy anyone in order to help our

masses."

"But the newspapers?" asked Friedrich. "We were speaking of newspa-

pers. How did they come to be formed on a co-operative basis? Do they belong
to a number of editors or how is it arranged ?

"

"
Very simply. The co-operative newspaper belongs to the subscribers.

The subscription is the fee of membership. The larger the circle of readers and
the larger the circulation, the more valuable the advertisements and announce-

ments. The profits belong to the readers, or at least to the subscribers
; and at

the end of each year the profits are divided. In exceptional cases the subscribers

have the whole of their subscriptions returned
;
in fact, there have been cases

where they have received even more than that."
"
Fabulous ! Most remarkable !

"
shouted Kingscourt.

" So you put a

premium on careful newspaper reading."
"
Yes. Didn't you hear in Europe and America of the great incomes of

newspapers? They were ever being cheapened, though the expenses for tele-

grams and salaries to journalists increased. The great newspapers were issued

at less than cost price; and still the profits of the promoters increased.

Copyright 1902 by the Federation of American Zionists, for Dr. Theodor Herzl. All rights reserved. Published
October 15, igoa.
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This in itself admitted the principle of profit to the subscriber. You have

the same thing here, but the lion's share of the promoters' profit is di-

vided among the members of the newspaper corporation. The editorial

department manages the business and you may take it for granted that

these highly placed workers, whose spirit makes the printed paper worth

reading, do better than formerly. They earn the profits of the subscribers

and therefore are well rewarded. They receive thanks for the beautiful and true

ideas which they spread from day to day in the task of spreading culture. Our

newspapers are ^greatly devoted to the task of educating the people. They teach

and they also amuse. They serve the needs of practical commerce, trade and

industry and they are no less devoted to art and scierice. And thus these jour-

nalists work in the consciousness that their position is publicly recognized, and

that they have a reward for their work
;
and so they have reason to be earnest in

their tasks, and in recognizing their responsibilities."
" That sounds subjective," interposed Friedrich.

"
It seems to me that

such co-operative newspapers must be slavishly dependent on the mood of the

multitude. The editorial department, entirely dependent on their readers, must
'

play up to the gallery
'

in order to maintain the sympathy of their readers."

"If that were so," responded David, "would it be anything new? Were
there not such cases formerly ;

were there not editors who were always watching
which way the wind would blow? And they were constantly overdoing their

part in order to remain on good terms with their readers, and even then they
were never sure whether they had found the temperature of the public pulse. All

this is changed. In our annual meetings, not only are the accounts submitted,
but the organized public discusses the policy of the future."

"
Horrible !

"
shouted Kingscourt.

"
Meetings of hundreds of thousands of

subscribers !

"

" What are you thinking about ? The subscribers have one or two hundred

representatives who attend to these matters. The method is very simple. The
list of candidates is published in the newspaper itself : the subscription receipt has
a coupon which serves as a ballot paper. Five hundred or a thousand give their

vote to one representative for the general meeting, and the candidates announce
their proposed policy in the paper and ask for proxies accordingly."

"Good!" said Friedrich. "You make a public statement of your affairs.

Still, I don't know how the people benefit. New thoughts and movements are
seldom understood at the outset. You can as little ask children whether they
want to learn something as ask the public whether it wants new ideas. Your
Public Opinion Co-operative Society must, of necessity, stupefy the people in the
extreme and so lead to reaction and revolution. People either become deaf to
the new, or blind to the old. The utility of inspiring leadership which can only
come from inspired individuality is lost to vou."

" You did not let me finish, doctor. I did not say that the co-operative
was the only form of newspaper. This is one form of publishing enterprise which,
owing to the expenses of machinery and dear telegraphy, has taken shape as a

great industry. We have, however, newspapers which are made and led bv the
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few. I own one of that type. I use it in a struggle which I am conducting in our

new community. My chief opponent, Rabbi Dr. Geyer, has also a paper. . I will

not issue mine any longer than the struggle lasts. Geyer will probably do other-

wise, for he lives by such schemes. And so there are others—newspapers owned

by single individuals which serve various purposes. New thoughts always make

themselves heard although, as in the old days, they have to struggle to exist.

Thinkers must prove their earnestness, their convictions and their courage and

their persistence, and that is not a bad thing. Believe me, we have not become

poorer in individualities through our mutualism, but, on the contrary, richer.

The individual is not crushed by us between the upper and the nether mill-stones

of capitalism, or ground by a socialistic uniformity. We know and value the

development of individuality ;
and so, we respect and protect its economic basis,

private ownership."
" Ah ! Thank God !

"
said Kingscourt.

"
I thought that you had destroyed

the difference between mine and thine."
" Had that been the case, then all that you have seen and have still to see

would not have come about," explained David.
"
No, we are not so stupid. We

did not destroy the impetus to work, to enterprise, to discovery and experience.

That natural wealth we use in order to entice the strenuous and in order to nur-

ture rare art. I belong, myself, to the better class of the well-to-do. I am a

wharfinger. My undertakings are of a character that can only be promoted sin-

glehandedly or by companies. One of the great advantages of mutualism is that

it does not prevent the existence and the formation of other conditions. In my
business, for instance, you will find an interesting condition of afifairs. I am the

owner of the firm
; my workmen created a co-operative organization which is be-

coming more and more independent toward me, and that with my will and my
support. At the beginning of my enterprise and their co-operative organization,

they were simply organized for self-supply purposes with a savings-bank. You
must know that our workmen, as members of the new organization, are forthwith

insured for accident, illness and old age. Their reserve power is not broken up
into fragments. I have of my own free will strengthened their savings organiza-
tion by giving them a share of the profits. I do not do it from any noble motive,

but as an egotistical act, since I was thus making more certain that I should be

able to sell my business to advantage when I wish ta retire from it. I converted

my shipping business into a company, and have, in view of this eventuality, re-

served to the savings organization of my workmen the right to purchase it at a

low interest. For this reason, my workpeople are my best friends. We ha^-e

neither quarrels as to wages nor any other matters leading to strife. It is, if you
wish to consider it so, a patriarchal condition of things, adapted to modern re-

quirements. If a strike agitator should endeavor to incite my workmen, I would
not use force to remove him—they would simply laugh him out of court. Thev
know what they want and where they are, and thus all undeveloped socialism

comes to an end."

Kingscourt :

" Good ! You are still a young man and yet you have pro-
orressed so far."
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"
I began very early. We were among the first immigrants, and it was due

particularly to personal effort. The general prosperity carried me along with it,

but of this 1 will tell you when we come to Tiberias."
"
Why in Tiberias ?

"
Friedrich asked.

" You will there understand the reason. You have no idea of the feast wc

are celebrating. ... Now, gentlemen, please make a choice of your evening's en-

joyment. Do you wish to hear the programme through the telephonic journal?
"

He took two ear-tubes from the wall and handed them to his guests. Kings-

court laughed.
" Your excellency, I am not impressed by this. I know this con-

juring trick. Such a telephonic journal was in working order twenty-five years

ago in Buda-Pesth."
"

I don't want to show you anything new. The only thing is that this speak-

ing newspaper is a co-operative undertaking."
"

It cannot yield any profits, for there can be no advertisements."
" On the contrary, the announcements are paid for at the highest rates. The

reader need not look at the advertisement part of a newspaper. He can turn over

the page. So they are comparatively worthless as against announcments made

through the 'phone. Just listen. You may hear one."

They lifted the ear-tube. First they heard the announcement of a dock fire

in Yokohama, then a short account of a Parisian theatrical first night. There fol-

lowed the latest prices of wool in New York, and then there sounded clearly and

with some emphasis :

" At Samuel Cohen's, For sale the finest gems,
real and imitation, at brilliant prices.

"
At Sa-mu-el Cohen's, Grand Arcade, 47."

They laughed. David added,
"
These announcements are often made in so

humorous a form that you do not recognize that they are advertisements until

the end. The receipts on this account are colossal. The subscribers paid at first

one shekel per month and received more in return. This newspaper has neither

press, nor paper, nor publication expenses. But the city of Haifa made this en-

terprise tributary to it, and above all, it is under a special control. At the central

station officers of the new community guard the journal so that nothing improp-

er, no lies or sensational information is spoken into the apparatus."
Friedrich caught one word. "Tributary? How can a city or your new

community so govern? You have to explain how you make a private corpora-
tion tributary to it."

"
This is a special case. The telephonic journal had to lay its cables. Now,

we have beneath our streets, tunnels for the reception of all manner of cables and
wires for the gas and water and sewage. Every house is connected with this tim-

nel. There is no need to break the plaster in order to lay our new wires in private
houses. From this you may get an idea to what stage we have brought our af-

fairs. The great cities, as you knew them, were built bv accident and were plan-
less. One system was broueht into voene after another. The whole thins: was

jumbled up, and the actual condition of the subterranean parts of the city was
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mostly known after an explosion. When we began to build our city, we took this

into consideration and thus prepared for eventualities. It was expensive at first,

but it paid for itself. If you compare the municipal accounts of Haifa with those

of Paris and Vienna, you will see what this tunnelage saved us. The wires of the

telephonic journal were laid in this tunnel, and the newspaper corporation had

to pay rent for its way-leave. So the general community gets the advantage

of it."

Kingscourt observed,
"
This is the very first thing that impresses me : that

Samuel Cohen sells the most brilliant gems to the advantage of good roads. You
are a most confoundedly shrewd people. I would never have thought of it."

" Your compliments have a bitter taste, Mr. Kingscourt," said David, in a

friendly tone.
"
Perhaps your opinion will alter when you have been among us

for some time."
" You regard me for the first part as an old ass

;
but I want proofs. And,

now, in the devil's name, take us to a theater."
"
In whichever one you wish, dear Litvak," added Friedrich.

" As you have no choice in the matter, gentlemen, we will leave the matter to

the ladies." The guests agreed.

CHAPTER V

The ladies were gowned in evening toilet. The hostess observed,
" Our

guests will not see anything here that they could not enjoy equally well in Lon-

don, Paris or Berlin, although at the present moment an excellent French com-

pany and the very best Italian troupe are in Haifa. I think that the Jewish

play will interest you most."
"
There are Jewish plays ?

"
asked Friedrich, astonished.

Kingscourt laughed.
"
Didn't you always hear and read that the theater

is entirely in Jewish hands ?
"

The hostess glanced at the newspaper.
"
They are playing a Biblical drama

—Moses—in the National Theater."
" That is an excellent piece," explained David

;

"
but too serious. In the

opera they are performing Sabbatai Zevi, and in several of the more popular

places they are playing jargon sketches. They are humorous but not very good.
I suggest the opera."

Miriam approved. She explained that it was the finest musical production
of recent years

—
years that had been very rich in the development of musical art

;

but they had better hurry as the opera house was half an hour's distance.
"
Shall we be able to get seats ?

"
asked Kingscourt.

" The box ofifice will probably have sold out, as most of the subscribers will

be present this evening, but I own a box since the erection of the theater."
"

Is the opera also co-operative ?
"
asked Lowenberg.

"
Subscription. Fritz ; they call it co-operative here. It is on the same plan

as the newspapers."
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"
Quite right," said David.

"
Don't you allow yourself to be bluffed, Mr.

Kingscourt. There is nothing new among us. It only seems to be so." He drew

on a pair of white gloves.

Gloves, and white ones! Neither Friedrich nor Kingscourt owned such.

Confined to their island for twenty years, they had forgotten all such fopperies.

But as they were again in the desperate position of going to a theater with ladies,

they desired to appear as civilized beings. Kingscourt therefore asked whether

they could call at a glover's on their road to the theater. No, there was no such

special establishment.

The old man got extremely excited.
" Are you teasing me ? You are draw-

ing leather covers over your thumbs
;
or do you make them yourselves ? Perhaps

you are the glover of the community." He had misunderstood. And the ex-

planation was given him with great amusement. There was no glover's estab-

lishment
; everything was obtained at great stores.

Two automotors awaited them at the door. The hostess, Miriam and Fried-

lich entered one; Kingscourt and David the other. It was a Southern evening:
one of the soft nights that recalled the Riviera. They scurried past the light blue

waters of Haifa. In the harbor and in the roadstead as far as Acra a swarm of

glow-lamps was reflected in the water; they were the portlights of many ships.

As they passed the house of Reschid Bey, they heard a woman's voice singing In

wonderful compass.
" The singer is the wife of Reschid Bey," said Miriam.

" She is our friend,

an interesting, educated woman. We often meet, but only at her house. The
Mohammedan law, to which Reschid adheres, renders it very difficult for her to

come to us."
"
But, you need not think that Fatima does not feel comfortable for all that,"

added the hostess.
"

It is a perfectly happy marriage. They have many children.

The wife does not leave her peaceful, exclusive home. That is also a form of hap-

piness. I understand it completely; although I am a fully privileged member
of the new community, did my husband desire it, I w^ould be willing to lead the

life of Fatima."
" That is quite true," added Miriam, as she caressed the hand of her sister-

in-law.

Friedrich said thoughtfully,
"

I understand in the new community every-

body can live and find salvation according to his own ideas."
" That is so, Doctor. Every man and every woman !

"
exclaimed the hostess.

They were driving through the brilliantly lighted streets of the city and

stopped before a store, the windows of which were a blaze of light. Kingscourt
shouted :

"
Ah, that is the Bon Marche! "

"
Something of the kind. We have only such retail houses. We have no

little stores," responded David, smiling.
" What ! You have destroyed them all. You made mouse-traps of the little

stores."
"
Oh, no ! not that, Mr. Kingscourt. We had no need to kill them, for they

never existed among us."
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Friedrich, who had, with the ladies, been looking at the models in the win-

dow, joined in the conversation.
" What ! You prohibited petty trade ! Do you call that freedom?

"

"
Everybody is free here and can do just as he pleases," responded David.

" We only punish for the same crimes and offenses for which the Europeans pun-
ished people. We have prohibited nothing that was not prohibited aforetime.

We do not regard small trade as wicked, but as something that is economically
bad

;
it is one of those problems that our community had to solve. It was very

important, especially at the beginning, seeing that the masses of our people were

habituated to petty trade. My father, you remember him, doctor, earned a

small piece of bread as a peddler, and that is the poorest, unhappiest form of

petty trade. He took his pack from inn to inn."
" One moment, Mr. Litvak^' grumbled Kingscourt.

" You don't seem to be

ashamed of it."

"
I ? I am far from being ashamed. He suffered and was insulted for my

sake. It would be very unmanly of me to be ashamed."
" Let me shake your hand. I like you." And Kingscourt shook David's

hand as though it were a pump-handle.
As they strolled through the departments of the store, Friedrich asked:

** How did you solve this trading problem if you have no laws and no prohibi-

tion?"
"
Very simply. Through what you see around you. Through the big stores.

These giant trading houses are the consequences of steam and the railways. It

was not accident nor genius that discovered this method of dealing. Neces-

sity developed it. The art of producing on a great scale brought it about. Nat-

urally, the small trader was, under the old conditions, crushed to the ground in

the same way as the mail-coach drivers were ousted when the railway came into

use. But the drivers could help themselves much quicker than the traders with

their short-sighted cunning. And they were the more helpless because their

business involved the whole of their little capital which was lost at the first ap-

proach of danger. The stall-keepers were not responsible for their own ruin.

The new age overcame them without a declaration of war. It is with us, how-

ever, as one of the consequences of our work. The conditions were different.

We did not re-establish obsolete economic forms. We began with a new age.

No one was so foolish as to establish a little store beside a big one. No one

tramped with a pack on his back, from house to house, and from place to place,

when he knew that the distributing houses were ahead of him with price-lists,

samples and advertisements. Small trade or peddling were profitless
—our people

did not make an attempt to enter that trade when they came here. In old Europe,
which had to protect so many anachronisms, this was a terrible question. The

poorer middle-class traders were in mortal fear of the great houses. All sorts of

solutions were suggested, but no one could exactly say when a store became

great, and therefore a danger. But the public favored and utilized these stores,

where you could be accommodated with all manner of things without any loss

of time. Manufacturers could sell to them cheaper. In brief, production and
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consumption demanded the modern store. No one, however, was ruined through

this among us, as the larger form of enterprise was just beginning. We were

thus able to solve one of the political economic problems by preventing our peo-

ple entering upon unprofitable forms of business."

The ladies showed signs of impatience while this lengthy explanation was

going on.

Kingscourt, however, chatted away while his big red hands were being en-

cased in the white gloves.
" Most excellent friend, it does not sound correct to me,

I see your big stores, but you did not begin that way. These big establishments

were not dropped on to the naked earth with rushes of customei-s to follow. You

can tell that to Fritz, but not to an old hand like myself."
"
Quite right, Mr. Kingscourt.

" The development was natural. When the

immigration of Jews to Palestine began, immense masses of goods were import-

ed. We produced nothing and required everything. This was known all over

the world, because the Return was carried out in the light of day. Traders, there-

fore, rushed their stores to the most important points. Not only Jews took ad-

vantage of the opportunity to get rid of their stocks, but German, English,

French and American stores were run up in the twinkling of an eye. First they

merely put up barracks. With the stream of immigration there arose an in-

creased demand and a desire for better conditions than the pioneers could expect.

The barracks were turned into stone buildings. The new community is very

careful neither to oppress nor suppress them. On the contrary, they are approved
because they serve two purposes : that of bringing necessities quickly and cheaply
into the country, and keeping our people away from profitless trade. We do not

wish to be a nation of booth-keepers."
"
Really," asked Friedrich,

"
are there no traders except the large dealers

here?"
"
Oh, yes," was the answer.

" We do not militarize the people. We have

neither a monarchical nor a socialistic tyranny. Everyone does as he pleases.

The most expensive and least valuable things, for instance, jewelry and junk, are

sold by individual traders
;
but even these trades are not monopolized by Jews ;

Greeks, Levantines, Armenians and Persians form a larger contingent than the

Jews, especially than those Jews who are members of our new community."
" What ! There are Jews who are not members of your community?

"

"
Yes, but we must go." David turned to the saleswoman.

" What do these

gloves cost ?
"

"
Six shekolim."

Kingscourt looked up.
"
All the devils, what is that ?

"

" Our values. We have restored the old Hebrew mint, but have given it

new values. The shekel is worth as much as the French franc. As vou are not

provided with these coins, allow me to pay for you." He offered a gold piece and
received silver change.

As they went out. Kingscourt caught David by the arm.
" So you have not

dispensed with money in your new community."
David, who had now some understanding of the old man, answered him in
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the same tone :

"
No, Mr. Kingscourt, we could not dispense with money ; first,

because we are such miserable, grasping Jews ; second, because money is a very
useful medium. It would have had to be discovered if it had not existed."

"
Young man, you talk my soul out of me. I always said it. Gold is good,

a fine thing; the people spoiled it."

CHAPTER VI

The overture had been played when they entered their box. The ladies hesi-

tated to sit down, for the audience stared at them as they entered. Friedrich

and Kingscourt were impressed by the beauty of the opera-house, the construc-

tion of which had taken five years and had been subsidized by the community.

Ordinarily, when the community was first organized, a theater was completed in

one year. In the next box sat two ladies adorned with much jewelry, an elderly

and a young lady and between them an aged man. They greeted the Litvak

party respectfully, and they appeared to Friedrich, as Litvak greeted them in re-

turn, like old recollections. He believed he had seen the old couple somewhere
at some great distance of time. "Who are those people?" he asked. David

whispered,
"
Mr. Laschner, his wife and daughter."

"
Laschner, the rich stock exchange speculator of Vienna ?

" A picture of

the evening at Ernestine Lotifler's engagement dazzled his mind. It was a pain-

ful, yet comical recollection.
"

I must say I did not expect them here."
"
Oh, they came after our house was completed," said David.

"
They have

the same comforts here as in the great cities of Europe, and if one happens to be

a Laschner he experiences the same contempt as he experienced there. We do

not inhibit money, my dear Kingscourt, but it is not everything with us. Our
members have become economically so free that the respect for rich people, once

so common, has practically disappeared. Laschner may have money and spend
as much as he likes, but no one takes his hat off to him because of that. If he

were a good man it would be otherwise
;
what we demand of everyone is feeling

for and participation in our solidarity. He, however, has never interested him-

self sufficiently to become a member of our new community. He did not wish

to take upon himself the duties of our social life, so he lives here like a stranger.

He can go about as freely as every other stranger, but enjoys no respect. That

you must understand."
"

I understand," whispered Kingscourt, as he gave another look of contempt
toward the box of the ostentatious family.

The curtain rose. The scene was laid in Smyrna, and a crowd of his adher-

ents surrounded the coming prophet.

Kingscourt asked Miriam for explanations of the opera.

The young lady whispered,
"
This is Sabbatai Zevi, a false Messiah, who

rose at the beginning of the seventeenth century in Turkey. He succeeded in

creating a great movement among the Jews of the East, but later he deserted

Judaism and ended miserably."
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Kingscourt did not grasp it.
" So he was a miserable fellow. Naturally, one

can make an opera out of such characters."

The scene represented the courtyard in front of the synagogue in Smyrna.
When Sabbatai and his followers left the stage, the rabbinical party, who were

opposed to him, sang in choir a song of scorn. A young girl, who admired the

false Messiah, risked attacking his opponents in a grand air. Their anger turned

against her, and only the return of the prophet saved her from their wrath. The

leader of the people had even an influence over his enemies, those who hated him

most cowed before him. The girl threw herself at his feet. He raised her

and sang with her, as is usual in opera, a duet. The curtain was effective. The

rabbis pronounced a ban upon Sabbatai, but in the finale, the Messiah made
known his purpose of leaving Smyrna guarded by his friends. The girl begged

permission to join him. She wished to follow him, whatever the destination,

whatever the cost. The curtain fell.

The little group in the Litvak box chatted between the acts about the highly
colored heroes of the opera.

" The swindler is bound to attain to something," said Kingscourt.
" That

is clear."

Mrs. Litvak suggested,
"
Originally he seems to have been a dreamer. Only

when he had the support of the religious did he become dishonest."

Miriam laughingly quoted Goethe :

"
Jeglicher Schwarmer Schldgt mir ans

Kreuz im dreiszigsten Jahre—kennt er nur einnial die Welt, mird dir Betrogene

der Sclichn." (" Every dreamer is vertebrate at thirty
—once he knows the world

the self-deceived becomes a scamp.")
"

It is remarkable," said Friedrich,
" how such adventurers always manage

to find supporters."
"

It seems to me," said David,
"
that there is good ground for that. The

people do not believe what they say, they say what the people believe. The}'

find a yearning
—no, to be more correct—a yearning produces them. That is it.

The yearning makes a Messiah. Only think of the dismal, dark times in which

the Sabbatai or one of his kidney appeared. Our people were not in a position to

think, to rely upon themselves
;
therefore they became intoxicated by such figures.

Only at the end of the nineteenth century when every other civilized people had

requested their independence and obtained it, our suppressed people recognized
that salvation could come only from their own power, and that they dared not

wait for fantastic marvels. Not one man, but the awakened and peaceful con-

sciousness of all must perform the salvatory labor. Even the orthodox saw that

in that conception there was no denial of God. Gcsta Dei per francos, said the

French at one time—God acts through the Jews ;
our real religious men would

not be roused by the party cries of rabbis. What laborers God wishes to employ
for his unforcible and unforeseeable purposes, that remains for His choosing.
That was the clear reasoning of our religious people when they enthusiastically

ioined our national undertaking, and so the Jewish people have raised them-

selves again."
" Bravo !

"
said Kingscourt.
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There was a knock at the door. Herr Schiffmann entered with a smile.
"

I

take leave, Herr Litvak," he said in excuse.
"

I saw from downstairs an old ac-

€|uaintarice. I do not know whether the doctor can remember me."
"
Decidedly, Herr Schiffmann," said Friedrich, and gave him his hand.

"
Marvelous, as I am alive! So you are not dead?

"

"
It seems not. And you recognized me? "

" On my honor, no ! Someone came to my assistance—a lady
—one you

knew very well once
; guess who it is !

" He smiled knowingly.

Friedrich shrank back. He guessed at once who it was, but he did not ven-

ture to mention the name.
" What ! can't you guess, doctor? Have you forgotten your old friends?

"

Friedrich said, somewhat uneasily:
"

I know of no friends except those

here."
" Her first name is Ernestine," said Schiffmann, playfully.

"What! FrauleinLoffler?"
" No. Frau Weinberger. You must know. You were at the engagement

party. Why, it was the last time I saw you, doctor. Directly afterward you dis-

appeared."
" Yes—yes, it comes back to me, and Fraulein—Frau Weinberger also lives

here?"

Of course, she is sitting below—next to me. I will show you her." Schiff-

mann bent over Friedrich and whispered :

" Between ourselves, it does not go
well with her. Her husband, Weinberger, is a Schlemihl. He went bankrupt in

Brunn, became an agent in Vienna and at last came here, and is still a Schlemihl.

If I didn't concern myself about them—well, it would not have gone well with

them. You remember she was accustomed to silk dresses, boxes and balls—now,
if I didn't send her theater tickets she could remain at home. Times change."

Friedrich desired to shirk this information and said it would interest him to

see Frau Ernestine. "Where is she sitting?"
"
In the last row but one, in the corner. Bend over and you can see her.

I am going down. Watch for me. Her daughter sits next to me and then she.

I am very pleased, doctor. We hope you will remain among us—at any rate for

a long time."
"

I do not know
;
it depends upon circumstances, Herr Schiffmann."

"
If you want me, telephone me. Call me at any time

;
I am always at your

disposal." And he quietly stepped out through the half-open door. Kingscourt
was speaking half aloud to Friedrich. He said :

"
I don't like him."

The second act began. Sabbatai was holding his court in Egypt. The scene

presented a magnificent festival with song and dance, but Friedrich heard and
saw little of it. He was sunk in an old dream. There, next to Schiffmann, sat

she. At first, he was the victim of a remarkable delusion. Ernestine Loffler

looked just as she appeared twenty years ago. The same young, clear-cut fea-

tures, and the same fine figure. Was it possible that twenty years had not

changed her? Then he discovered his mistake. That girl was not Ernestine, but

her daughter. Frau Weinberger was the stout, buxom woman dressed in strik-
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ing colors, who sat next to the girl. She looked up, smiled an invitation and

nodded as she saw him. At this moment something fell into the dust that had

survived twenty years. In the solitude of Kingscourt's island he had sometimes

thought regretfully of Ernestine. First he had thought of her bitterly ; gradually

this love had been garbed in roseate twilight hues. But when he dreamed of

her he saw always the old figure, and now he saw at one glance the hand of age
that had crept secretly upon her

;
he felt moved and then became light-hearted.

And it was this woman who had made him wretched ? Was it possible ? He was

roused from his musing by a warm, tender voice.
" How did it please you?

"
asked Miriam.

" Thank God, it is ove .-," was his answer.
" What ! Did you think the second act so bad ?

"

He felt at fault.
"
No, I did not mean the second act, Miss Miriam. I had

to think over some old thought which I thought was still alive
;
but it is dead."

She looked at him astonished but asked nothing further.

A stranger then entered the box and was introduced as Dr. Werkin, secre-

tary of the President. He was a pleasant man, with a short brown and gray

beard, and behind glistening spectacles were a pair of striking eyes. Dr. Werkin

brought a greeting from the President and requested Kingscourt and Lowen-

berg to visit him. Kingscourt was amazed.
" Us ? What kind of a President is

that? And how does he know us poor desert pilgrims?
"

David explained.
" The President of our new community. He sits there in

the first box. The old gentleman with the snow-white beard." They looked

across.
"
All the . It seems to me I know him. Now, where from ?

"

asked Kingscourt.
Friedrich reminded him.

" The oculist of Jerusalem, Doctor
"

" Doctor Eichenstamm," said David.
" He is the President we have elected."

" And he recognizes us after twenty years !

"
exclaimed Kingscourt, still

surprised.

Dr. Werkin said :

"
His daughter recognized you and drew the attention of

the President to you."
David turned to the secretary,

"
May I also come? "

"
Certainly, Mr. Litvak. The President wants to know something of your

battle with Geyer."

They made their way to the presidential box, and in an elegant little saloon,

partitioned of? by curtains, they were received by the President, who leaned on a

stick.
" What a meeting, gentlemen! Is it not so?

"
said the old man in a quiver-

ing voice, as he gave each his hand.
"
Yes, the devil seize me, Herr President, if I expected all this."

" You will sit down, gentlemen. I am not so strong." And he sank back
in his easy chair.

"
Yes, yes. For our people these are the better times, but for

me you know '

senectus ipsa morbus: However it happens, it should seem right
to us."

Then he called the lady near him, who was dressed in a very simple black
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gown.
"
My daughter, Dr. Sascha, recognized you and reminded me about the

day before the one-time WaiHng Wall. Oh, that it a long way back, gentle-

men."

"The one-time Wailing Wall! Has it disappeared?" asked Friedrich.
" Not even that left ?

"

The President shook his head as he looked at him.
" Your question shows

you haven't been in Jerusalem recently."

David came closer.
"
No, Mr. President, the gentlemen have but just ar-

rived
; they have had but time to see very little."

'

The President put his arm in friendly greeting upon the speaker.
*'

I am
very pleased to see you, Mr. Litvak. I am always pleased with you, especially

now. Keep up your fight. You are right ; Geyer is wrong. My last word to the

Jews will be
'

the stranger should feel at ease among us,' and you, Litvak, God

keep you as you are. So, gentlemen, you have seen, you know, very little of our

country, but you know one of our best citizens. I am very proud of David Lit-

vak, for he is very able and straightforward."

David blushed and interposed,
"
Mr. President !

"

"
Let it please you," said the old man,

"
that I speak your praise before you.

I am an old man and seek nothing by praising you. See, my dear strangers, I am
the freshet that is drying up ;

he is the freshet that is opening. You may give me
a cup of tea, Sascha."

The tea was served in the Russian style. When they explained that they had

been twenty years away from the world. Dr. Sascha asked,
" Do you not regret

the wasted time ? You could have helped in so many great deeds, you could have

done so much good to so many people."
" Not in the least," said Kingscourt.

''' We are two exemplary enemies of

humanity. We do not want to do good to anybody, only to ourselves. That is

the whole of our programme. Hey, Fritz ?
"

" You are joking," said Sascha.
"

I understand that you- are joking. To do

good is a great happiness, than which there is nothing superior."
"
Miss Sascha speaks from experience, for she knows this happiness. She is

the head of the greatest oculist clinic in the world. With your permission,

Miss, I will show our visitors your institution when we come to Jerusalem. There

many people have had their sight saved and even restored. It has been a great,

active benefit to all Oriental countries. Patients come from the whole of Asia

and North Africa. The blessing that has poured like a stream of rain from our

hospitals has made for us in Palestine and in neighboring territories more friends

than all our technical and industrial development."
Fraulein Sascha responded :

" You overrate my small achievements. I

have done nothing new, but we have a great man in this country, Steineck, the

bacteriologist. You must go to see Steineck's institution, then you will see

something remarkable."
" Have you arranged your tour, gentlemen ?

"
asked old Dr. Eichenstamm.

"
I am going to take them to Tiberias, Mr. President. We will visit my pa-

rents to-morrow," replied Litvak.
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" For the Passover, is it not ?
"
asked the President.

"
Greet your parents

for me, Litvak. When your visitors come to Jerusalem, bring them to my house.

It is arranged." He extended his hand to them. They took leave of him while

the orchestra struck up the beginning of the third act.

When they entered the foyer, Kingscourt exclaimed :

" He seems a fine fel-

low, your President ; but a little old and weak. Why did you elect him ?
"

"
I can explain that in one word, Mr. Kingscourt," said David.

" We elected

him because he didn't want to be elected."
" That is very fine."
"
Yes. We have discovered a great principle among the teachings of our

sages :

'

Give honors to those who do not seek them.'
"

(To be continued.)

The Jewish Captive*
By ELIZABETH OAKES SMITH

Lo ! where Euphrates, in his tranquil bed,—Scarce swells his heaving bosom to the light,

While from the West a thousand hues are shed.

To deck his waters, ere the somber night
Shall on his gorgeous palaces come down,
And shroud each glory in his darkened frown.

Forth from a marble fount the waters splash,
And twinkle down in many a mimic fall

That ever in the light like diamonds flash
;

And in their melody they seem to call

To old Euphrates, as he wanders by,
And spreads his waters to the golden sky.

'

Readings andJRecitations." Published by Jewish I ub. Society.
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A group of maidens by the willows bend,

And weave their tresses by the twilight sky,

While ever on the air glad voices blend,

And many a song and laugh are floating by

To mingle with the sound of floating v/aters,

That lave the feet of dark-eyed Syrian daughters. .

Lo, here," cries one,
"
the captive Mara tends—

Mara, the Jewess, queenlike in her woe
;

Though many a victor to her beauty bends.

The smile no more her gentle lips may know.

Not for her own she weeps, but Judah's wrongs.

And pours her sorrows in their mystic songs.

Didst ever hear the music strange and high,

The Jewish captives from their harp-strings bring,

While Zionward they turn the kindling eye ?

Mara, approach ;
we fain would hear thee sing

A song of Zion—such as once ye sang
When Jordan's waters to the music rang."

The captive flung her tresses from her brow,

And upward raised her dark and tearless eye
—

Clasped her pale hands in agony of woe.

And heaved her breast with many a smothered sigh ;

Quick thronging visions o'er her spirit passed
—

She lived again where childhood's lot was cast.

Lo, sad Judea's vine-clad hills are there

And fruitful Jordan, with its many streams—
Proud Lebanon, with cedars tall and fair—
And, midst her desolation, sadly gleams

Lone Zion, widowed, childless and oppressed,

A Rachel for her first-born son distressed.

There, 'neath a cottage, where the trailing vine

In many a festoon o'er the lattice clings,

An ancient matron seems alone to pine.

And calls her children, while her arm.s she flings,

To clasp the shadows that her fancies raise.

The cherished offspring of her happier days.

But what is grief like hers—that matron old.

Who spreads her white locks to the evening sky,

When Zion stands bereft—her altars cold.

And all her exiled children turn their eye
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To where the happier swallow builds her nest,

And in the courts of God has found her rest.

O'er Mara's soul the power of music rushed—
Her harp the maidens from the willows bring:

Forth from her lips high thoughts and feelings gushed,
" How can I Zion's songs, a captive, sing?

How sing of Jordan, here by Babel's strand ?

How sing of Judah in this dark, strange land?

Oh, Zion ! if I cease for thee

My earliest vows to pay—
If for thy sad and ruined walls

I ever cease to pray—
If I no more thy sacred courts

With holy reverence prize,

Or Zionward shall cease to turn

My ever-longing eyes—
Or if the splendor round me thrown

Shall touch this Jewish heart,

And make me cease to prize thy jov
Above all other art—

Oh, may this hand no more with skill

E'er touch this sacred string,

And may this tongue grow cold in death,

Ere I shall cease to sing
And pray for Zion's holy courts,

Or dare to bow the knee

To these poor, blind and helpless gods,

Forgetful, Lord, of Thee.
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McKinley^s Friend
By ROSA SUNSHINE

SHORTLY

after the close of the Spanish-American War, a journaHst desiring

to secure some information about a returning hero hastened through East

Broadway, New York, to interview the proprietor of a daily Jargon paper,

it was a delicate task, requiring tact and tenacity. Being a woman and a Jewess,

both traits were the natural attributes of Leah Bernard.

The enchanting autumn day, the sun-warmed air, and a quick walk com-

bined to bestow upon her a glowing fresh beauty unusual to her. The elasticity

of her step, and her rapid movements, as she wound her way in and out through

the passing throng soon brought her to her destination. Ascending the few

well-worn stone steps she entered a narrow, dark hall, knocked at the office door

and, receiving no answer, she turned the knob and stepped briskly over the

threshold.

A man seated at a table in the center of the square room was the only occu-

pant of the place. He was busily writing. A well-worn silken tile shaded the

upper part of his face, partially obscured by his bended position as he wielded his

pen with savage haste. Noisy as was the entrance of the woman, the man at the

desk seemed unaware of her presence, and even as she passed close to him he

betrayed no knowledge of her proximity. Apparently his work absorbed his

entire attention. Not a glance followed her as she walked to the window and

took a seat.

Leah Bernard was an extraordinarily active woman. Her life has been an

endless chain of plans and schemes, some of which had been realized through

untiring mental and physical work. If her hands were forced to remain idle, her

mind did double duty. Now, for want of other occupation she contemplated the

scribbling stranger. Time after time her eyes sought the grave black figure ;

something in his face and attitude challenged her curiosity. She fancied the

sharp, clear profile familiar, and for moments gazed fixedly at the man. Finally,

she felt convinced that she had never before beheld the pale, wrinkled, sharp-
featured face. She concluded that he simply bore a resemblance to a racial and

intellectual type of Jews spiritually towering above the Ghetto toilers. The man
was of slender build and sallow complexion ;

his sunken cheeks were framed by
a grizzly beard. His black coat glossed bv time and brush betrayed a venerable

garment vainly striving to conquer age by cleanliness. During the lady's rather

rude inspection, the man never raised his eyes from the manuscript, adding page
after page of hastily-written matter.

The situation became monotonous. The observant eyes of the woman
turned from the oblivious writer to the shifting masses in the street. Even the

simplest and the humblest creatures possessed an interest for Leah Bernard. The

living fascinated her more than the immortals of whom she read in Greek and

Latin, and the puniest street-arab was to her more attractive than the Nymphs
of marble about which she wrote. She loved the earth and human beings on and
c* it. K'^nce her glance riveted with delight upon a crowd of Jewish newsbovs
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who had suddenly made their appearance in front of the building. Presently a

confusion of voices arose
; eager young eyes fastened upon the lower office win-

dow, each boy anxious to be the first to receive a stock of papers. Shouts of

merriment contrasted oddly with the serious glances of the dark eyes penetrating

door and window. Ill-shod feet pushed forward while lean hands snatched at

great bundles of the printed sheets. Then the lithe bodies dashed through square

and street, scattering in every direction, scrambling, shouting, clamoring to selL

The tumult awakened the waiting woman to the fact that time was slipping away
without bringing forth the proprietor of the paper, but its flight produced the

most despotic human. instinct—hunger, which must be appeased. She arose at

once and briskly strode toward the door. Instantly the busy writer leaped from

his chair and barred her exit.

" Excuse me," said he, lifting his ancient tile, displaying a well-shaped high

forehead,
"
are you the wife of the proprietor ?

"

"
I am not," curtly replied the woman, making an attempt to reach the

door. The man shifted to one side, but not sufficient to allow her space for pass-

ing.
" What are you doing here, if I may ask?

"
he inquired, smilingly. He spoke

in German, as innocently familiar as a child, evidently having no idea that he

was intruding. His look and manner compelled her to hold him guiltless of im-

pudence ;
his face was so furrowed, so emaciated, and then, he was so very little !

This latter fact surprised and amused the lady, for, while he was seated at

the table, his upper body appeared long and lean, which led her to believe that

he was of tall stature. As he now stood before her, his spectacled eyes raised to

hers, he was so ridiculously small, so helpless, so aged, so harmless that involun-

tarily her lips curled into a pitiful smile.
" You are not the proprietor's wife ?

"
queried he again.

" No
;
I am simply waiting for him."

" What do you want of him," interrogated the stranger.
" That is my business," replied the woman, showing the first signs of annoy-

ance.

"What is your name and where may you be from?" examined he, una-

bashed.
" What are you asking me all these questions for?

"
said the woman, now

turning interrogator herself.

At this he came close to her
;
so close that she retreated a step. Smilingly

he advanced ; backward she swung. Rythmically they repeated the movements
until she struck the table on which he had been writing.

"
Why do I ask questions ?

"
began he, as soon as he saw that he had her

cornered.
"
Why do I ask questions ? Because the wise man always asks ques-

tions.
'
It is only the fool who never asks questions,' so says the Talmud, and so

say I." His lustrous eyes looked steadily up into her dark orbs, watching the
effect of his words. Noticing her perturbed expression, he retreated a step, and
said loftily:

"
T guess you do not know who I am?" Without waiting for her
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reply, he continued condescendingly :

"
Well, you shall know who I am." Then

his bony fingers nervously unbuttoned the upper portion of his coat, and his

hands fumbled in an inner pocket, while he exclaimed :

"
I am !

"—and he looked

triumphantly upon the startled visitor,
"

I am the friend of President McKinley.

You don't believe me," smiled he pitifully at the perplexed listener,
"
Well, then,

look here." Frantically he pulled from the depths of some mysterious coat

pocket a loose bundle of much-handled letters and from the bulk he tremblingly

snatched a photograph, which, after the fashion of near-sighted folk, he held

close to the woman's eyes ;
so close that she could not see the likeness. Gently

she pushed his hand away, and of a certainty there were the well-known fea-

tures of the late President and McKinley's autograph signature attached. Leah

Bernard had hardly time for a full glance at the photo, when suddenly his hand

sped downward, and in a twinkling the picture had disappeared deep down in

the mysterious inner pocket, Presently the lean, fumbling fingers darted forth

again, and this time he held a postal card close to the woman's eyes and almost

shouted:
" Do you see this?

"
Gently she pushed his hand away. Then he held

the card at such a distance that she could with difficulty decipher :

" Yours truly,

William McKinley."
"
Now, will you believe me that I am a Haus-freund of the President ?

"
he

exclaimed, triumphantly. With calm superiority he further informed :

"
I could

show you more
;
I could show you letters in which he invites me to the White

House, and also invitations to dinners." His fingers caressed his beard tenderly

as he smilingly murmured :

"
Confidentially

—as soon as the President returns

from his Western trip I am to meet him in Washington, for I came to this coun-

try with a mission. I am the representative of a project
—a project which will

aflFect all Israel !

" He paused for breath. The woman sank into the chair which

the little man had only recently deserted. He seemed pleased with her surrender.

With a gracious move of his hand he now looked down upon her. His eyes

gleamed with pride while around his lips curled a cynical smile such as Jewish
scholars frequently display after besting an opponent in analytical argument.
Confident that he had overwhelmed the woman by his greatness, he enjoyed
her silence, but the malicious twinkle of his half-closed eyes restored speech to

the defeated one. Very slowly she asked :

" How long are you in this country ?
"

"
Exactly two weeks."

"
I hope you will succeed in your mission," said she, rising slowly ;

"
now, I

must go."
"

I will go with you," remarked he, quietly following as she took the lead.

At that moment the business manager entered the office. The woman turned

quickly to the newcomer. "
Tell me, who is this man here," whispered she.

"
I do not know him," answered the manager, indifferently.

Leah Bernard left the office, and the little old man followed. As the door

closed behind them she fairly ran down the steps, and with a long-drawn sigh of

relief she inhaled the glorious autumn air. And still the little man trailed be-

hind. They crossed the street. Presently he trotted by her side.
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" You are hungry," he spoke softly, and she wondered how he had read the

thought uppermost in her mind.
"
Trust yourself to me ; you shall have the finest

cup of kosher coflfee in New York."

Involuntarily she smiled at his remark.
" Are you sure it will be kosher ?

"

she jestingly inquired. He chuckled goodnaturedly.
" The place is right around this corner, a little farther down the street," and

gently he piloted her onward.

As they passed along she gazed longingly at a tempting display of sausages.

Instantly her strange companion remarked :

"
Ah, I see I you would prefer sau-

sages to coffee. These here are very good." Perfectly at ease he led her into

the tiny lunch-room toward a bare, wooden table. Seated, he ordered the pro-

prietor to boil the best of his stock and fetch some beer.

Once opposite each other, the peculiarity of the situation began to dawn

upon Leah Bernard. Here she was with an odd little creature ready to lunch

amid the most primitive surroundings with a man of whom she knew nothing.

Involuntarily she ventilated her thoughts :

" Who are you anyhow ?
"
she asked,

abruptly.
"
McKinley's friend !

"
he answered, readily.

Being a writer, the eccentricity of her companion, closely bordering upon
the erratic, began to exercise its charm upon her imaginative mind, and she re-

solved to learn more about him if possible. She humored him to eat and to drink,

and encouraged him in his talk. The result was startling. They had hardly
finished their modest repast when the old man once more sunk his hands in the

inner depths of his venerable garment. This time he brought to light a roll of

parchment. Nervously he unwrapped it and squared it upon the table, heedless

of the crumbs of bread and liquid traces of the beer. The parchment flattened, he

cast a solemn glance at the woman and gravely began :

" That thou mayest know with whom thou boldest converse, I will disclose

to thee the mighty fact that I am the lineal descendant of the House of David,
the predestined Messiah." This bold, audacious recital from the forlorn-looking

creature, the pompous manner of the insignificant little man, so played upon the

risibilities of the writer, that she interriipted him with a burst of laughter.
" Do not mock me ! Look at the evidence !

"
he commanded, sternly pound-

ing his fist upon the parchment.
" A genealogical tree is truth embodied. Look

at mine! There, at the bottom—do you see it?" and the flashing eye and the

long finger pointed toward the lower extremity of the large sheet. There stands

King David !

" Then in calmer tone and gesture, he proceeded :

"
Now, follow

me. See the blank space between the illusarious King and my great-grandfather.?

Insignificant as seems this blank space, it represents centuries of intervening
generations. Their names are superfluous," continued he, loftily,

"
but their ex-

istence is assured by my own, for who can dare to doubt that I have had a long
line of progenitors ! Can you deny it ? Can any sane person deny it ?

" With an
air of triumph, he impulsively leaned across the table, staring inquiringly into
the face of the perplexed woman. Accepting her silence as consent, he swayed
his upper body backward, and softly resumed :

"
Thus, my dear, my lineal de-
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scendance from King David, undisputed as it is, brings me forthwith almost to

the very top of the tree. See there, the third branch," and his finger tenderly

caressed the outline indicated,
"
here is the union of my great-grandfather with

the daughter of Ben Hillel, of Posen. Above this sainted name you will observe

the record of my grandfather's marriage to the daughter of Rabbi Samuel Stav-

insky, of Warsaw." He focused his eyes upon the spot, then raised his well-filled

goblet, and drained it to the last drop. Smacking his lips with pleasure, he pro-

ceeded exultantly :

" Now we are at my father, blessed be his memory. He took

as wife Leah, the daughter of a merchant prince, Isaac of Komorn." With a

sweeping gesture of his hand he arose, bowed awkwardly and said :

" The only

descendant of whom now stands before you."
" And what about yourself, sir ?

"
said the woman, breaking in upon a pro-

tracted pause.
"

I, madam—I am the predestined Messiah, chosen by the Eternal, the God
of Israel, to lead his long-suffering children out of bondage into the land of Porto

Rico, which McKinley will give them, and where milk and honey floweth, and

the annointed of the Lord will be forever recognized. That is my mission, and

for its fulfillment I have crossed land and sea." Gasping, he almost collapsed,

sank in his chair and pitifully cried :

"
Ach, Hindel, Hindel."

" That was my mother's name," sighed the woman.
With dim, blurred eyes the stranger stared into space ;

he evidently did not

heed her remark, for he murmured feebly :

" And who, pray, may your father be ?
"

The compressed lips of Leah Bernard quivered.
" And who may your father be ?

"
repeated the old man, mechanically.

A pulse of scorn thickened her voice as she abruptly said :

"
I never had a

father!"

The old man looked at her wonderingly ;
then he smiled with childish curi-

osity, as he murmured :

" Never had a father
; grew like Topsy, little woman.

Wonderful ! Most wonderful !

"

Her youthful, handsome face aglow, she passionately exclaimed : "Would

you call a man father who deserted you three days after your birth? Would

you call a man father who killed your mother by his cruelty ?
"

Fully aroused from his apathy, the old man stroked his beard and inquired :

" Did your father do that? And what did you say his name was? "

" His name was never mentioned," scornfully spoke the woman, the color

ebbing from her cheek.
" ' He shall be forgotten, and his name stricken from

the list of the living,' vowed my grandfather."
" That is a cruel curse for a Jew," mused he, shaking his hoary head

;

"
never

repeat it again, child
;
never repeat it again."

"But I will, ior 1 hate him \"
" What !

—hate your father !

"
he exclaimed, incredulously.

" Yes
;
I hate him since I can think, and despise him since I can judge," vehe-

mently asserted the woman.
He shook his head, stroked his beard and turned his eyes full upon her.
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"
I fear, my child," said he, gravely,

"
that you have been poorly raised."

Proudly the woman returned his gaze.
"
My grandfather raised me—Ben Chochem, of Wilna."

" Ben Chochem, of Wilna !

"
gasped her interlocutor.

Leah nodded quietly. For a few moments neither spoke. Then the old man

tremorously whispered :

" And your mother's name was .''

"

"
My mother's name was Hindel," sighed she, while her hands covered her

tear-dimmed eyes.
"
Hindel," cried he, faintly ; the shriveled old face livid.

" Did you know her?
"
inquired she, still hiding her agitated countenance.

Unbroken silence was his reply. Finally with an effort he feebly inquired :

" And you really hate your father?
"

"
I abhor him !

" Her hands fell clenched upon the table. The old man bent

quickly forward and the near-sighted, bleared eyes pierced her resolute, relent-

less face. He cowered before her stern, falcon glance and sinking back into his

chair it was he who now covered his wrinkled, pallid face.

"
I have tired you with my temper," said the woman, rising.

With an effort the feeble fingers relaxed, and raising his eyes imploringly

he murmured :

"
Tell me, child, if you should find him, old and weak, alone and

poor, would you still hate your father ?
"

Towering over him in majestic height, she silently nodded affirmatively.

Then took a step toward the door.

With difficulty the old man arose and pleaded :

"
Say that you would help

him."

She turned her blazing orbs full upon the little man :

"
If I possessed the

elixir of youth, and the strength of Sampson, and the wealth of all New York, 1

would not help him—not with one drop of water."

Seeing his agitation and pallor, she concluded more gently :

"
Pray, do not

waste your breath upon one so unworthy. And now, good-by, Messiah."

Smilingly she turned from him. For a moment the old, little body tottered ;

then the shaking limbs hastened after her :

"
Child," called he, as he saw her at

the door,
"
stop—let me bless you." , ..

She turned slowly around and waited. His frail form came close to her.

Humbly she bowed her well-shaped head. Spreading both of his trembling hands
over it he uttered the solemn benediction :

"
May the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob bless thee and guard thee, may

his countenance shine upon thee, and may he soften thy heart toward thy poor
unfortunate fa

"

"
I never had a father !

"
interrupted the woman, turning and swiftly leaving

the place.

The outstretched arms stiffened visibly as he stood rooted to the spot.

(TAe end.)
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A MONTHLY RECORD OF JEWISH PROGRESS

(DEC. 10 TO JAN. 10)

The report that the Rou-

A Canard manian Senate had grant-

ed naturalization to the

long-suffering Jews of the Balkan

States stirred the hope in the breasts of

those who believed that Secretary Hay's
note to the Powers would cause M.

Stourdza to change his policy. The

news, however, was promptly denied,

the real facts of the case being that the

members of the Senate had only con-

sidered the application of an individual

Jew, who desired to become a Rouma-
nian citizen. That the rulers of Rou-

mania have no desire to emancipate the

bulk of our co-religionists is evident

from the fact that a Dr. Oscar Bittman

was refused the rights of citizenship,

notwithstanding the fact that he served

in the army from which he had been

discharged with honor. The general

situation has not changed in the slight-

est, and Roumanian Jews are still flee-

ing the country. How long this state of

affairs will continue it is impossible to

say, but meanwhile the agitation against
the Roumanian Government is being
carried on. The Roumanian Bulletin,

published in London, continues to shed

publicity upon the shameful treatment

of the Jewish subjects of King Carlos.

It is, moreover, stated that Carmen

Sylva, the Queen of Roumania, has

made in her books
" Under the Flow-

ers
"
and "Gossips and Whispers," to be

shortly issued, a plea for the humane

treatment of the Jewish subjects of her

royal husband. However this may be,
"
the hope long deferred maketh the

heart sick," and the hearts of our Rou-

manian brethren are faint because of

the relief that is not in sight.

THE KING OF ROUMANIA
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From Roumania to Ga-

Galicia licia is not a far cry, and

although the GaHcian

Jews are legally free they nevertheless

do not possess absolute liberty.

Coupled with the persecutions of the

Czech, who, if they do not instigate an

anti-Jewish riot, employ other means to

harass their Jewish neighbors, is the

economic misery of the Galician Jews.

Much has already been said and writ-

ten anent the terrible suffering of the

Jews in that portion of the Austrian-

Hungarian Empire, and it is no exag-

geration to say that the vast majority of

Galician Jews are absolute paupers.

The German "
Hilfsverein

"
and the Al-

liance Israelite Universelle have, it is

true, taken steps to open relief works,

but in spite of this action and the local

work of the Baron de Hirsch Founda-

tion, the general condition remains the

same. Employment has been found for

seven or eight thousand, but this is a

mere drop in the ocean. Since 1898,

when the London Jewish World, first

described in graphic terms the terrible

misery of the Galician Jewry, the situa-

tion has been aggravated.

English Jews, whilst pos-

England sessing full political and

civil rights, still have

enough to occupy their minds. The re-

ligious question is still as acute as ever

and perhaps more so, since the Chief

Rabbi, Dr. Herman Adler, has de-

nounced in no uncertain terms the at-

tempts to introduce
"
American Re-

forms
"

into English Judaism. The po-
sition of the leaders of the Jewish Re-

ligious Union, and the influence they
wield in the community, has caused the

Spiritual Head of the British Empire
to advise that the co-operation of the

Zionists, several of whom have and are

fighting the Reform Movement, should

be sought. On the other hand, the Con-

gregation of British Jews, the old re-

form community established in 1845,

has been flirting with the Religious

Union for the purpose of persuading

the latter to come over, bag and bag-

gage, to the synagogue in Upper Berke-

ley street. This step has up to the

present not succeeded, and it appears

that Mr. Claude G. Montefiore, Mr.

Israel Abrahams and the Rev. S.

Singer, to say nothing of Mr. Albert H.

Jessel and Mr. Felix Davis, who are

honorary officers of the officially ortho-

dox United Synagogue, have no desire

to be overshadowed by the respectabil-

ity of the first reform congregation in

England.

The religious difficulty is

The Alien
^^^ ^^^ ^, ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^_

Commission , , ,

-^

, ,
. ,

bles the mmds of the

Anglo-Jewish communal leaders. The

Royal Commission on Alien Immigra-
tion has resumed its sessions, and they

are anxiously watching the evidence

given before the commission. Although
there are witnesses, who openly declaim

against the Jewish immigrant and de-

mand his exclusion, others acknowl-

edge the undisputed fact that the im-

migrant Jew has been a source of

strength to the country. Thus, for in-

stance, the Rev. W. F. Davies, the rec-

tor of Spitalfields, the Jewish district,

has stated that the Jews of Whitechapel
have cleaned the district. In the place

of thieves and immoral wretches are 10

be found honest, sober and industrious

workingmen and women. A statement

of this character coming from such an

authoritative source cannot but influ-

ence for good the members of the Royal
Commission. Moreover, the notorious

British Brothers' League has ceased
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to exist. In its place, mainly through
the instrumentality of Major Evans-

Gordon, one of the members of the com-

mission and a leading spirit of the

league, who has been convinced, by his

travels in Russia, Roumania and Ga-

licia, that the Jew of Eastern Europe is

the victim of shameful oppression, an

organization is to be called into exist-

ence, having for its object the lessening

of the overcrowding evil in the con-

gested districts of London, In connec-

tion with the inquiry, it is interesting

to note that the community has been

very eager to avail itself of the statis-

tics on Alien Immigration, compiled by
Mr. L. J. Greenberg, one of the Gov-

ernors of the Jewish Colonial Trust.

THE SULTAN OF MOROCCO

Moroccean

Affairs

No matter what happens
in the Moroccean Empire,
the Jews are always made

the scapegoats. A pretender has arisen,

and rebels against the present Sultan,

and Jews shut themselves up in terror

in their Mellahs, for they know by ex-

perience that Jewish blood is easily

spilled and that Jewish lives are of lit-

tle concern. Already seven Jews have

been murdered in the Hainin region,

and no one can tell how many more of

our brethren in that distant country will

have been compelled to cross the Rubi-

con before the rebellion will have ended

either one way or another.

Jewish affairs in Italy ap-

italian Jewry pear to be in a chaotic

state at the present mo-

ment. Many important communities

have no spiritual advisers, because

the communities desire more orthodox

and more scholarly rabbis. It is stated

that this wish to preserve Judaism from

the ravages of reform is due to the

spread Zionism has made in the country

ruled over by Victor Emanuel the Sec-

ond. Be that as it may, it is pleasing

to note that Italian Jews refuse to be

swept along by the Zeitgeist of destruc-

tiveness. It is their purpose to con-

struct, and it is noteworthy that Gen-

eral Ottolenghi, the Minister of War,

has made a strong plea for traditional

Judaism. He has pointed out the strong

necessity of impregnating the rising

generation with a love for historical

Judaism and thus prevent the decay of

Italian Jewry.

Little is known of the

Egyptian Jews Jews living in the land of

the Pharaohs, and it is,

therefore, interesting to note that un-

like their forefathers who built Pithom

and Rameses, they enjoy every liberty,

of which they take full advantage.

Their position has been greatly im-

proved, moreover, since the English

have become the virtual masters of the

country. They have promptly adapted

themselves to European civilization, and

though not very numerous, are becom-

ing every year a greater financial and

even political force. Many Jews have

entered government service, and even
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the army, although the Koran forbids

the admission of men belonging to an

alien faith. Egyptian Jews evince great

eagerness for education, and last year

forty of them graduated at the Uni-

versity of Cairo, where the Jewish com-

munity is in a flourishing condition.

A report from Corea
A New

Jewish Center
'^^^^^ ^^^^ J^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^

settling of recent years in

Corea, and that Seoul, the capital city

of the Corean Empire, has a Jewish

population of three hundred fam-

ilies. The majority of these settlers

come from Siberia, while the others

hail from Japan, English ports in China,

American ports on the Pacific, and even

from Russia.

The Jews from Russia introduced

Russian petroleum and textiles from

Lodz, Poland. The Jews from the

United States are generally agents of

American firms and are very energetic-

ally pushing American goods in the

markets of Corea, as well as in all Mon-

golian countries.

The Jews are also making themselves

useful as artisans. They have already

taught the Coreans many trades entire-

ly unknown before their arrival about

fifteen years ago. Now there is also a

rapidly growing community in Mesapo,
as the new settlers find there a vast field

of enterprise and are cordially inviting

their relatives and friends to come over

to Corea.

Lord Milner's

Generosity

Lord Milner, the British

High Commissioner of

South Africa, has sent

through Mr. Samuel Goldreich, of Jo-

hannesburg, the President of the South

Zionist Federation, a donation of $125
to the Roumanian Aid Fund. Mr.

Goldreich promptly forwarded the

LORD MIUNER

check to Dr. Herzl, who, in thanking

Lord Milner for his generous action,

expresses the hope that the Jewish peo-

ple will one day be in a position to show

its gratitude to the English nation. This

recognition of the sufferings of Rou-

manian Jews coming from a man oc-

cupying the position Lord Milner fills,

should bring home to the petty Rou-

manian kingdom that her conduct is

considered despicable in the extreme. In

stretching out a helping hand to the

Roumanian Jews, his lordship has fol-

lowed the lead of those honorable roll

of English men and women who have

always expressed their practical sym-

pathy with the oppressed in Jewry.

The During the month just

Immigration passed Jewry was stirred

Problem
^^y g^j^ agitation directed

against the immigration authorities at

the port of New York. The protestants

asserted that the members of the Spe-

cial Board of Inquiry treated the im-

migrants with that consideration due to

them and in the spirit of American hos-

pitality. It was further stated, many
immigrants, who were physically sound

and whose friends, resident in this coun-
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try, agreed to care for them so that they

should not become a charge on the pub-
He funds, were deported. Commission-

er Williams, who is responsible for the

administration of Ellis Island, in reply,

said, that mistakes would occur be-

cause the accommodation on the island

was not sufficient for the proper. han-

dling of the immigrants. Congress had

been asked for a grant of $500,000 for

the purpose of extending the island, and

as soon as the sum would be voted, he,

the commissioner, would inaugurate im-

provement. He, moreover, promised to

dismiss any official found treating an

immigrant harshly. This statement did

not satisfy those who clamored for the

removal of Commissioner Williams and

a petition was sent to Mr. F. P. Sar-

gent, Commissioner-General of Immi-

gration. Meanwhile another section of

protestants equally desirous of safe-

guarding the interests of the immi-

grants, decided to work on more mod-

erate lines. They formed themselves into

a society called the
" Hebrew Emigra-

tion Aid Society," and appointed an of-

ficial to work in unison with the officer

of the United Hebrew Charities, New
York, already stationed on Ellis Island.

Although Commissioner

'^'statSt'
Williams had promised to

insure the just treatment

of the immigrants, the authorities at

Washington deemed it wise to make a

public statement of the situation, and

with that object in view Commissioner

Williams addressed a representative

gathering held in Philadelphia, under

the auspices of the Jewish Chautauqua

Society. In his speech the commission-

er stated that the interests of the United

States had to be protected, and that on

no account could the authorities permit
the landing of immigrants physically

unfit. They had no objection to immi-

grants who were penniless so long as

they did not suffer from any chronic

disease.

Mr. Sargent made the following ad-

ditional statement on the question :

"
It is the transportation companies who

are responsible for this state of affairs. This

is inhumanity in the broadest sense. I have

seen circulars sent out by some Italian bank-

ers in New York, in which they guarantee

entrance to this country to every one coming
here through their agencies. In this busi-

ness the steamship companies take great

chances, although it costs them but $4 a per-

son to take back those who are refused ad-

mission.
" The immigration officers are not heart-

less or indifferent. There may be some mis-

takes made, and if there are we want to cor-

rect them. Both the President and the secre-

tary of the treasury are desirous of correct-

ing any evils that may exist.
" The tests of education and financial con-

dition, while equitable and in accordance with

law, must not be too rigidly enforced. There

are many immigrants who do not meet the

requirements of the educational test who

would make better citizens and are in every

way more desirable immigrants than so-iie

who do. In the same manner, the fact that

an immigrant is not possessed of sufficient

money ought not to debar him if he seems to

be a person fit to enter the country. In these

matters the discretion of the immigration of-

ficers is to be employed.
"

It is my desire that every case should

be treated in an absolutely fair and just man-

ner. I try to put myself in the place of ev-

ery person who comes here with the hope of

establishing a home in this country. The

sight of these shores, where their hopes shall

be realized, fills them with joy. Then they

are stopped at Ellis Island, and, if unfit, are,

owing to the cupidity of heartless agencies,

forced to return to their homes. We should

be just in the enforcement of the laws and

exercise them with every possible sympathy.
"
Figures will show, however, that there is

to-day a smaller percentage of deportations

than there were a few years ago. I believe

that the Bureau of Immigration should ex-

ercise a sort of guardianship to be thrown
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around these people who come here to find

homes, and, above all else, to protect them

from the sharks who endeavor to get out of

them all they can."

The questions affecting

The East Side the lower East Side of

New York still await a

settlement, and those interested in their

solution find that they have undertaken

no easy task. In the furtherance of

their East Side work, the Justice Lodge
No. 532 of the Independent Order

B'nai B'rith held another meeting at the

Educational Alliance. The principal

speakers were Bishop Potter, the Rev.

Dr. J. Silverman, Rev. H. Masliansky
and Mr. Leo N. Levi, the President of

the Order. The meeting was a turbulent

one, owing to the fact that the Rev. Dr.

Silverman denounced Yiddish and Yid-

dish newspapers and renewed his at-

tack on the Zionist Movement. He was

severely taken to task by the Rev. H.

IN NIW YORK'S GHETTO

Mr. Roosevelt—In the name of humanity, I beg
you to desist.

M. Stourdza—Oh, who is that Mr. Rosenfelt—an-
other Jew?

Masliansky. It is the desire of B'nai

B'rith to obtain a larger East Side mem-

bership, and with that object in view

lodges having their headquarters in

New York's Ghetto have been and are

being called into existence. The Order,

too, has interested itself into the Dis-

persion Problem, and it is stated that a

convention for the purpose of consider-

ing what practical steps to break up the

Ghetto is in posse.

The chedorim have al-

The Chedorim ways been regarded as

thorns in the side of those

who wish to
"
Americanize

"
the new

arrivals on these shores, and steps are

in contemplation to reform these insti-

tutions. The chedorim supply a He-
brew and religious education superior
to that of the ordinary Sabbath or Sun-

day-school, hence the difficulty of find-

ing a suitable substitute is very great.

The chedorim serve a useful purpose,
but it is pointed out that the fact that

there is no system in the instruction

given outweighs the benefits the pupils

may derive from the tuition.

The attitude of those favoring the

supplanting of the chedorim has not yet
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been made clear and developments will

be awaited with interest.

HERBSTBLAETTER.

(From Lilien's Illustrated Edition of Rosenfeld's

Poems )

Across

the Bar

The number of prominent

co-religionists who have
"
crossed the bar

"
this

month is unusually large, and many a

void difficult to fill has been created.

The death of Solomon Hirsch, at one

time United States Minister to Turkey,
has removed from our midst an excel-

lent worker, and one who interested

himself to no small extent in Jewish af-

fairs. Tragic and sad was the death of

Mrs. Philip S. Henry, who, whilst af-

fecting the saving of her husband, chil-

dren and maids, met an untimely end.

She was the daughter of the late Leon-

ard Lewisohn. Prof. Gabriel Bam-

berger, of Chicago, was an educational

authority, and his kindly presence will

be missed by those over whom he

wielded ^n influence. In Lord Pir-

THE LATE HON. SOLOMON HIRSCH

bright there has passed away a man who
once loomed large on the horizon. Bet-

ter known as Baron Henry de Worms,
he held the position of Under Secretary

of State for the Colonies in England,
and acted as President of the Anglo-

Jewish Association. Dr. Englaender, a

noted journalist, died in Turin. He was

associated for a considerable time with

Reuter's Agency in London. The Jew-
ish Community of Prague has suffered

a loss by the unexpected death of Dr.

Isidor Herrnheiser, a great medical

practitioner and a faithful Jew. Berlin

regrets the decease of Privy Councillor

Dr. Ehrenhaus, who gained the Iron

Cross for conspicuous bravery on the

field of battle.

The month has not been

Literature prolific in new publica-

tions. The Publication

Society has republished the works of

Grace Aguilar. The Jewish Messenger,
of New York, is amongst the journals

of the past. The reviews and maga-
zines have been remarkably free of Jew-
ish topics.
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What Has Zionism Accomplished?
BY LEAH ASHER

0^ ROM the plexus of false aims that the Jews are holding in the present, from

Y^ the many inconsistencies that the Jew is subject to by his environment,

/ Zionism brings a unifying element, a clearly defined policy. We cannot

overestimate the advantage that is gained by a clearly defined policy. A race that

has no consensus of opinion as to its position loses its balance. Its work becomes

null and void and does not deserve to be called a separate people. Widespread

colonization, the spreading of our mission, have been the glittering hooks on

which we have hung our faith. From the failures of these remedies and catches,

Zionism speaks with the voice of truth, gained by past and modern experi-

ence. The Jews are in as great a peril to-day as they were in the Middle Ages.

The cause then being religious is now social and economic. With genuine interest

and sympathy for the Roumanian Jews, America asks that persecution cease.

She declares at the same time that Roumanian immigrants are not wanted here.

The upshot of all this talk and discussion may lead to nothing. But, in the

words of the American Israelite, it will lead to the strengthening of the Zionist's

ground. Zionism has destroyed the optimism of those opposed to us. Zionism

has brought the searchlight upon the status of the Jew. Jewish troubles are ag-

gravated from year to year. The onus of the labor strife is thrown upon the Jew.
Add to this the ignorance and prejudice of the masses, we see the Jew bowed to

the earth with a Mt. Atlas of stone upon his shoulders. We cannot depend upon
the open doors of free countries. We cannot depend upon the spreading of ra-

tionalism of thinking men. We must depend upon our own clear insight and

foresight. We must see the condition of the Jews within their ranks and seeing

his relation to his environment, be prepared for future emergencies. Therefore,

the Zionist affirms that a people with a separate religion, customs and life must

be separated. First, for safety, then for social and intellectual improvement.

Now, dare we, a spiritual race, look first for our safety? What will become

of our mission ? The demand of our friends is that we must be the sport and

scapegoat of civilization because we must be a light and guide to the nations. It

is an ideal for which even the Zionists would give up their hope, if we could, in

fact, not in theory, be a guide to the world. But are we afraid to look the truth

in the face. The Jews, as a separate race, are doing nothing to spread their mis-

sion. Negatively, they contribute to the commercial and moral progress of the

world.

As a power by himself, the Jew loses himself in the retrogressive and progres-
sive flux of modern affairs. The altruism of Judaism succumbs to the morale of

the intellectual tendencies of the times. The Jewish mission will have substance

when he will translate his religious mission into social and economic laws for the

regulation of Jewish life. A nation progresses when it brings the fire of its re-

ligion in contact with its institutions. A nation expresses its mission through the

civilization molded by its ideals. Jewish culture and ideals are lost because envi-

ronment is the strongest molding power of life. An imperfect and shifting envi-
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ronment cannot produce a people in stability and strength inspired by its mission.

Transplant a people with one culture and religion, and there is a new society.

Give that society self-government and freedom. Then the best that is latent in

the race will be brought out through the expression of its religious and intel-

lectual life. In the most advanced stages of civilization, every race must disbur-

den itself of redundant population and extend itself in new settlements. The

dangers of immigration and overcrowding can only be averted by directing the

stream of immigration in a new direction. Colonization on a large scale is the

greatest work of national life. It must be carried out by the resources of intellect

and wealth of a whole people. Colonization in Palestine will not be successful in

the modern sense of the word until the efforts of united Israel are bent toward the

-end of self-government and security as the rights of the colonists. Notwithstand-

ing the direct benefits of a charter, it is claimed that Palestine is not a land of

promise, but of disappointment and failure. One cannot make rock fruitful, nor

transform a barren waste country into a productive one. But we have facts be-

fore us that barren deserts have been turned into places of habitation. The towns

of Central and Southern Africa have been turned into pleasure resorts for Ameri-

can and English tourists. Australia, formerly a refuge for criminals, is now one

of England's richest colonies. New Zealand, once irreclaimable from its poverty
and barbarism, is now a model colony for civilized man to live in. The attempts
of other nations in other parts of the world give us courage. The strength and

endurance of the Jew is our great earnest of success : for, where can you find his

match ! Beside the motive that other people have in migrating, that of earning
a livelihood, the Jew loves Palestine because it is Palestine. They have principles

and ideals to live up to, which go to the roots of Jewish religion and history.

Whatever awakens the emotion of men, throwing society into a ferment, sets

all the wheels of progress in motion, and opens a new age of achievement.

Those who believe in the natural unfolding of history, who have faith in the

the impulses of the multitude, will see in Zionism the genius and heart of the Jew-
ish race, expressed in action. Zionism is not reading a developed idea into unde-

veloped minds. Zionism has been thought of, developed almost to maturity,

during the history of the Jews. But it is said we do not recognize the tendencies

of Jewish history.
" We are reading history backward." Since nations have set-

tled in their present boundaries, patriotism, pride in national history is the most

prominent factor in modern civilization. To go back to nationalism is not going
backward. The evolution of history has been to separate races of one language
and culture. The merging of the nations will never take place. The truths of

religion and science will make of the world one brotherhood, but national bound-

aries will remain intact. Every nation with a soul will live in its own world and

must live by itself. The Jews in separating are following the law of necessity, the

separation politically for the development of its intellectual and ethical life. Zion-

ism is showing to a whole people the true direction pointed out by the finger of

the past to the future. Zionism is reading history forward, because we read to-

day with dangers of anti-Semitism in our mind. Zionism is not leading us

backward, but forward, propelled by the natural force of a nation's heart and will.
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The nature of the Jew is imaginative, and he will forget himself in that trans-

cendent idealism. In the Middle Ages this Oriental gift of involution has turned

Talmudism into Cabalism. It has made the Russian Jews great dialectics in Tal-

mudic lore. To-day, this same spirit of imagination finds vent in socialism and

universalism. The spirit of the Jewish race steeps itself in all the fallacies and

fads of to-day.

Zionism is focusing the energies of the Jewish race. This energy is directed

for the welfare of the Jew. The concentrating of the greater part of our effort

and mind on one center does not stultify the genius of our people. Literature,

art, science has its life from the national life of a people. The acme of literature

in Greece was at the time of her national prosperity. Although Zionism has pro-

duced no epic poem, yet Jewish renaissance has taken place. The world is honey-

combed by Zionist societies whose purpose is to revive the interest in Jewish liter-

ature and history. The Jews of the Western world have entered the prison of in-

difference with the key turned upon them. Zionism unlocks the Jewish heart and

brings the de-Judaised Jew to himself. Yet the virtue of spirituality is denied to

the Zionist movement. The Zionists come together year after year, and through
the means of a colonial bank and national fund, they expect to win Palestine.

If men desire to accomplish anything in the way of practical reform, it is the

busy practical man, the statesman who can take the ideal of the people and real-

ize it in life. An idea must first gauge its strength in the hearts of the people. It

must walk up and down the earth and gain admittance in the sanctum of individ-

ual life. Then the idea can only be triumphant through organization, through
the worldy means of politics and finance. The Congress meets and outlines its

work for the coming year. Will the Jewish people meet the demands of the Con-

g^ress? It is at this point that Zionism shows its spiritual force. The message ofthe

Zionist Congress is absorbed by every Jewish heart
;
efforts are redoubled. There

is personal sacrifice and genuine work. Zionism is the spiritual law, the common
interest that binds the Jewish race together. To find out this common interest is

the work of every people. If great principles turn the currents of history into new
directions it is because those principles are taken possession of by some popular
leader. He identifies them with some great interest held dear by the masses of

men. In the Jewish race, what is this common interest that draws to a fountain

head the hearts of the Jewish people ? Is it Judaism ? It unites and separates. It

IS Zionism that has from the extremities of Jewish life and opinion found the com-
mon interest. It has welded the Occident and the Orient into a new Orient.

There is a fellowship of events that are unreeling themselves.

We see influences coming from opposite directions and seeking to know
each other when they meet. One current of incident meets with thrilling conse-

quences some other current of incident. The deep subtle current of nationalism

running through Jewish history, comes in contact with the mechanism of a Zion-

ist Congress. Consequences must follow in our wake if we have any faith in the

will of a nation sharpened by the point of necessity.
The question is asked : What practical results has Zionism brought about ?

Are you nearer your aim than you were at the beginning? The Zionists have
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aimed to establish a national bank. They aim to win the sympathy of the world.

They desire to open negotiations with the Sultan. The Colonial Bank is estab-

lished, if not with entire amount, at least with a working capital. No nation has

openly declared their disapproval of the Zionist platform. Germany, America,

England, if not officially, have through their press, encouraged our effort. The

gate of the Porte has been opened and the Sultan is as earnest in selling Pal-

estine as we are in buying it. Zionism cannot leap by a single bound to its goal.

A movement must be firm in its foundations, cemented by a public opinion. Then

the next step is organization. To organize societies scattered in all parts of the

world into a federation whose animus is spiritual, is one of the gigantic tasks of

man. There must be a passion amounting to enthusiasm to keep the societies

scattered over the world in one bond. To awake the Zionist idea in the Jews of

all countries against the counter-ideas and prejudices from all sides has been the

work of Zionism.

To strengthen the faith already established, to reassure the doubtful, to make
the federated Zionists of the world as one body ready for prompt action—this is

the work that Zionism has accomplished. Zionism has already passed from the

abstract into a concrete organism, supported and nourished by the soul of the

Jewish race. We can take America as an example. We commenced with twenty

loosely organized societies. Within three years, our number has increased to 200

societies, not only in name, but a part of the Federation of American Zionists.

These societies, for their social influence, are powers of immense good in uniting

the Jewish communities. Also these societies, through Zionist pamphlets and

Jewish literature, are educating thousands hitherto uninformed about anything

pertaining to Judaism. Zionism in America is but a miniature of the greater ac-

tivity in the outside world—England, Germany, Switzerland, Russia and Rou-

mania.

Zionism has accomplished this: It has given to the world a clearly defined

policy. It has federated the Jewish people in union for action. It has created a

public opinion for colonization in Palestine by proving the futility of other colon-

izing experiments. It has gained the attention and sympathy of the entire world.

It has proved the Sultan to be our ally.

*'E Pluribus Unum''
By ESTHER T. WEINSCHENKER

OH
beautiful motto! In the most glaring letters of living light do your
beautiful words ring out

;
it has made the hearts of eighty million people

sing the song of liberty and equality. May not your beautiful teachings
fill the heart with song of him who has for the past two thousand years been

known as the Wandering Jew?
Since the fall of Jerusalem, Israel has been the target of bigotry and perse-

cution. He has felt the misery that springs from dependence, he has felt, too,

that as the possibilities and privileges go with the majority, Israel stood but a

poor chance in liberty and justice.
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This has been our bitter experience of the past, but the night of agony is

passed. The beautiful star of the realization of Israel's hope is illuminating the

horizon, and as the light spreads over the world, we begin to see the remedy for

the evils under which we have hitherto suffered. Throwing off the yoke of

"
indifference," with which we have gradually but surely burdened ourselves, we

are pressing toward the gates of our city of refuge, over which shines the beau-

tiful star—organization.

Pass within those gates and these letters will blaze forth and sparkle with

the unquestionable truth of the principles of man, teaching us the love of God

and humanity.
The babel of tongues is hushed within its secret walls, the discord of party

strife is stilled and the war of nationahty gives place to the white-robed angel

of peace.

Israel's statesmen, philanthropists and scholars have wrought as best they

could on the surrounding gloom of bigotry and ignorance, but a fatal want ren-

dered their efforts nugatory. That fatal want was organization based on high,

noble and holy sentiment, the mother of principle, the nucleus of progress, a

tower of strength in intellect and enlightenment, a city of refuge for the perse-

cuted and oppressed. That organization is Zionism.

In the fullness of time it came, as Messiahs have ever come—when the world

was ready for them, could receive them, when the conditions of growth were

favorable, as the leaf in the spring, the fruit in the summer, as the ingathering

in the autumn. Our beloved fraternity is here, the world is ready for it, the

conditions are favorable for its growth, it has a work to perform and it will do it.

The work to which this fraternity addresses itself is one of the greatest ever

attempted in the history of Israel.

It enters a field occupied by no other organized effort, is engaged in a work

essayed by no other instrumentality in existence—that of knitting up into one

compact the broken threads of the family of Israel, into one brotherhood, to be

guided by the same rules, working by the same methods, practicing the same

forms for accomplishing the same ends.

Inspired by these lofty principles, it moves majestically forward to elevate

our race to a higher plane of existence; a truer, nobler development of its ca-

pabilities and powers, and a realization of the greatest good possible.

Such is the work undertaken by us in the fear and reverence of principle,

and with the same reliance and trust in the justice of our cause as our martyrs

expressed (felt) when they pledged their lives, their fortunes and their sacred

honor to achieve the civil and religious liberty of the American colonies.

With what pride we can point to our country's motto,
" E Pluribus'Unum,"

and in our unison is our strength.

Those to whom Israel is dear should remember the words,
"
United we stand,

divided we fall." Unite and the great cause for which Zionism stands will surely

be accomplished.

The poor unfortunates who extend their hands for assistance will not plead
in vain.
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If we were allowed to peer into the homes of some of our Jews living in

Russia and Roumania, in Algiers and Tripoli, how surprising would be the

knowledge if their misery was caused by no other reason than that they are

Jews.
Can we, dare we live here in the land of the brave and home of the

free, the home of our martyred dead, without ever thinking to combine and help

those poor unfortunates who are less blessed than we?

Is it right that we, who enjoy all privileges, should be blind to the miseries

of our co-religionists, who by our co-operation could be relieved of their sorrows

and their heart-rending sighs for the day they were born.

At the founding of a
"
Gate "* the

"
title deed

"
of humane privilege is read.

The right to life carries with it the right of living ;
the Jew has been denied that.

The laws of humanity say that to obstruct or deny these rights is unjust,

wrong, and must give way and in time be obliterated. Man, the child, must

come into his inheritance from "
Nature," the father.

So in founding a
"
Gate

"
the door is opened, the instrument is furnished

through which right may be established.

No longer shall the Jew pine for justice, or perish for lack of judgment, for

we shall be ruled by God and humanity !

^ow inseparable the words. The sacred symbol can never be eflfaced, or

the sacred obligations we owe to one another, forgotten or neglected without

injury to ourselves.

These are a few hasty glances at the situation to touch and sharpen the out-

lines of the work to be done by the Zionistic organization, and a reminder that

the Jewish world has at last awakened and that the efforts must conform that

the Jew is, if not a superior, at least an equal being with all mankind.

" Must the sea plead in vain that the river

May return to its mother for rest; ^

And the earth beg the rain-clouds to give her

Of dews she has drawn from her breast ?

Swing inward, oh ! gates of the future,

Swing outward, ye doors of the past.

For the soul of Israel is waking
And rising from slumber at last.

The black clouds of night are retreating,

The white peaks have signaled the day.

And freedom her long roll is beating

And calling her sons to the fray.

From the dust where his proud tyrants found him—
Unhonored, and scorned, and betrayed—

He shall rise with the sunlight around him,

And rule in the realm he has made."

* The -writer refers to the ''Gates of the Knights of Zion."
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EDITORIAL PAGES
J. DE HAAS, Editor

January* 1903

FOR THE SAKE OF THE CHILDREN
A good deal is being written and said on
^^ the education problem. But nothing

very striking is being done. This ta-k of re-

placing words by deeds must be taken in hand

by the Zionists, and even we shall have to say

a good deal before anything is accomplished.

Zionism knows no localization and the need

is general. The Jewish education of Jewish

children has been neglected on every hand.

Orthodox and Reform are both preparing coii-

sciously and unconsciously the assimilators of

the next generation.

So much we know; so much is evident on

every hand. But all the facts must be brought

out and a remedy found as large as the case

requires. We do not believe in destruction,

but in construction; we do not believe in a

war on Chedorim or Talmud Thorasj on the

contrary, these institutions have maintained

the Judaism of to-day; and we believe that

these classes and schools can be improved
and brought up to date in matters pedagogic,

so that they can fulfill their due purpose and

carry forward the mission of Zionism.

We
t^ust

to see this problem, the most iti-

tense which the Jewish mind has to face iu

the Western World, made a leading feature

in the next annual convention. Our move-

ment has even a greater mission than the

convincing of the adults, it is the teaching
of the younger generation of Israel.

WARS OF WORDS
''

I
'HE wordy warfare is still proceeding, a

* whole host of individuals claiming to be
"
Ruperts of debate

"
; whereas for the main

part the real issues are avoided. Let us again

make it clear, especially to our rabbinical op-

ponents, who utilize both the pulpit and the

pen against us, that neither snarls nor ill-

mannered language, nor doubts cast freely

on the honesty of our leaders, will aflfect the

Zionist movement. Something greater is nt

stake than the bandying of words ; and we

shall not stoop to answer every immatui e

thought which is given all too ready expres-

sion.

The Zionist movement rests on facts and

experience. What those have to do who wish

honestly to oppose is to disprove our facts, or

submit new plans for the cure of the ills and

the fulfillment of the ideals of which Zion-

ism is the legitimate offspring.

IN THE WEST

IVJ OTHING is more remarkable than the
^

growth of the movement in the West

as testified to by the report of the convention

of the Order of Knights of Zion published

in this issue of the Maccab^an. We have

only been able to find room for the dry-as-

dust facts and figures. We have neglected to

describe the enthusiasm of this convention

which was prepared to continue three days,

though only arranged for two ; nor have we
referred to the march of the delegates head-

ed by the Volunteers of Zion in military uni-

form, marshalled by Captain Davis, through
the streets of Milwaukee from the station to

the convention hall. Yet the facts and figures

must be eloquent of the enthusiasm behind

them. Time was not so long since but that

the grave of Judaism seemed located in the

West and now there are sixty Gates well knit

together and the promise of an increase

throughout the ten Western Middle States.

Chicago already has its Zion Hall, its Zion-

istic Hebrew and Sabbath School, and other

cities are following along the same line of

useful progress. How long will it be before

the Zionist movement will have accomplished
its propagandist mission in the West? We
presume that not a single Western Jewish

journal has given attention to this problem,
and yet if the spirit and discipline are main-

tained the Judaism of the West will have no

new face many years hence.

How difficult it is for people who are

Quarreling with us to understand what we are

doing within a stone-throw of their homes !_

S
GREETINGS TO SOUTH AFRICA

npHE issue of the Maccab^an will be the
*

first to convey its message of its greetings

to at least ten thousand pairs of Jewish eyes
in South Africa ! Away there in the south of

the African continent, torn as it has been by
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strife and bloodshed, the marvelous Zionist

movement has grown up and ripened to ma-

turity. It has accomplished so much, it is

so full of buoyant enthusiasm that we who
indite this message of brotherhood in the

name of the Zionists of America feel as a lit-

tle brother to our younger African colleagues.

Zionism is the governing element in Jewish
life in South Africa; it is a representative

Jewish body, it is trusted of the Jews and by

the British Government. Every letter fro-n

South Africa, even to the London Jewish

Chronicle, tells how in every city and town

•of the British possessions the Jews are striv-

ing to make their lives more and more Zion-

istic and to help in the good work.

And now a special South African edition of

the Maccab^an will be issued from New
York each month to help the cause. That we
can say what South African Jewry feels ; that,

in fact, that we are so knit in thought as to

have united expression, this is not one of the

least noteworthy tributes to the reality of the

Jewish spirit.

American Zionism appreciates the compli-
ment that has been paid, and in sending this

message of greeting we believe that even the

bulk of American Jews appreciate it also.

Official Information
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEETING. THE ZIONIST BUTTON.

The next meeting of the Executive Council We are glad to report that the new button

will be held in New York on February the issued from the Federation office is having
first. a wide sale. Secretaries of organizations are

cm ^u.t,-r.7Dc requested to note the price of this button is

The following sub-charters have been is- f 5 per hundred postpaid. They will greatly

sued since December 11.
facilitate business by sending cash with or-

Bridgeport, Conn Dorshei Zion.
^'^^^

Brownsville, N. Y Dorshei Zion. knights of zioN.

Cleveland, O Bnei Zion. A full report of the proceedings of the

To date, seventy-iive sub-charters have been Knights of Zion convention will be found in

issued. this issue. Independent of the public gath-

erings, a number of private conferences were

A <- -. i. r t i,„ K„„„ ;.,.., <>,i
held by the secretary of the Federation andA statement of accounts has been issued

, ^ , , , , ^ . ^
.• ,

,
. ^ „^. ^^;i „.^ the officers and members of the Grand Gate.

to every organization which has not paid up _
, , , r- 1 ,,• J V T-u„ c-„^.<.vo Ihese conferences did much, it is hoped, to

shekel or Federation dues, etc. Ihe secreta- ..
, , , , r ,

,
, A A 4-u.,*. unify and regulate the work of the movement,

ries of the organizations are reminded that ' °

preparations are in hand for the convening annual convention.

of the annual convention, and that the notih- The date and place of the next annual con-

cation contained on the account that the rul'is vention will be announced in the February

as to non-payments disqualifying representa- issue of the Maccab^an.

tion, will be strictly enforced. ^^^ societies

NATIONAL fund. Bay City, Mich., I'eports a new organiza-

A detailed statement of the recent receipts tion.

of the National Fund will be found in an- A new Zionist organization has been

other part of this issue. founded in Knoxville, Tenn., through the in-

We have received from the Bnei Zion of strumentality of the Rev. L. H. Miller.

Hartford, the sum of fifty dollars for an en- The Young Men's Zionist Society, of New-

try of the name of the organization in the ark, N. J., a new organization, is working
^Golden Book of the Fund. very actively and bids fair to become one of

the strongest Zionist societies in the State of
JEWISH COLONIAL TRUST. ^^ ^

°
rn o

,,, 1 , , ^ .u : i^u^ New Jersey. The Secretary.We are glad to report the increase in the •' -^

number of share clubs formed in accordance J • •

with the scheme issued from this office. We [Received.
" The Vale of Cedars and

again urge societies, where such has not yet Other Stories
"

(the Jewish Publication So-

been done, to form share clubs. city of Phila.).
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National Fund Committee General Sources of Income

Report of Stamps Sold from October 8, J 902, to January 8, J903, Inclusive

Albany, N. Y Ahawath Zion S-OO

Augusta, Ga Lovers of Zion $ 500

Birmingham, Ala E. Letau 10.00

Boston, Mass Daughters of Zion 500
" " Rev. M. Farber 2.00
" " W. D, Greenberg i.oo

" " Louis Pokroisky i.oo

Bridgeport, Conn Dorshei Zion 25

Brooklyn, N. Y Dorshei Zion 6.00
" " Dorshei Zion of Brownsville 3.00

Charleston, S. C Salvation of Zion 5-00

Chatsworth, 111 S. Morganstern i.oo

Chattanooga, Tenn Chovevei Zion 10.00

Cincinnati, Ohio Ohave Zion 10.00

Cleveland, Ohio Bnei Zion 10.00
" "

Junior Daughters of Zion 10.00

Columbus, Ohio E. M. Gordon 5.00

Elizabethport, N. J Rev. M. L. Bernstein S.oo

Forth Worth, Tex A. Salsberg 5.00

Haverhill, Mass M. Sadowitz 5.00

Knoxville, Tenn Rev. L Winnick 5.00

Lexington, Ky Ohave Zion 3.00

Louisville, Ky Daughters of Zion 15.00

Memphis, Tenn Lovers of Zion 7.00

Montreal, Canada Rabbi H. Abramowitz 2.00
" "

S. Leavitt 25.00

Newark, N. J Young Men's Zionist Society i.oo

New York, N. Y Bnei Zion 9.20
" " "

Cash (8 items) 5.10
" " "

Coll. at Oldnewland Supper 5.04
" " "

Shekel Day Collection at Bnei Zion Rooms 5.00
" " "

United Zionists 9.00

Norwich, Conn MarkoflF & Creamer 5.00

Paterson, N. J Young Zionist Society 50

Philadelphia, Pa Dorshei Zion 5.00

Providence, R. I Chovevei Zion 10.00

Richmond, Va Sons and Daughters of Zion 65

Scranton, Pa Chovevei Zion 10.00
"

A. B. Cohen 5.00

Seattle, Wash A. Friedman 30

Springfield, Mass H. Robinson i.oo

Stamford, Conn La' Maan Zion 3.40

St. Louis, Mo Young Zionists 1.25

Troy, N. Y Chovevei Zion 5.00

Waco, Tex Rev. I. M. Rosenberg 9.75

Watertown, N. Y H. Ellis 2.25

Wilkes-Barre, Pa Lovers of Zion 2.40

$257.09
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News from the Societies

Correipondents must please note that all communica-
tions intended for publication must be written on one
side of the paper only.

—Ed.]

On January i the Daughters of Zion held

iheir annual ball.

A minstrel show and ball were given by the

Junior Zion League of Portland, Ore., on

Sunday, January 11.

On the 24th inst. the Ladies' Zion League
of New York held an open meeting and en-

tertainment at the University Settlement.

The Dorshei Zion and the Bnoth Zion, of

Bangor, Me., gave a Chanukah celebration

and ball which proved a great social and

financial success.

The Shoshonas Zion held a very successful

ball on December 27. The Friends of Zion,

as usual, drew a very large atendance to their

masquerade ball on the 27th.

At the engagement-celebration of Mr. Isaac

Harowitz to Miss Trotsky, of New York, both

Zionists, which took place Sunday, January

II, a collection for the National Fund resulted

in $11.

The Roumanian Zion Association have

amalgamated with the Bnei Zion Kadimah of

New York. They will hold a mass meeting

on the 17th of January, at the University

Settlement, which will be addressed by Mr. J.

de Haas.

of the Hebrew Educational Society, strongly

denounced the assimilation theory. Rabbi S.

Finkelstein delivered an address.

Reports to hand from Troy, N. Y., indicate

that the movement there is gaining new

strength. The local leaders are doing their

utmost to establish a Hebrew Free School.

The Rev. S. Silber, who is touring New York

State, addressed the members of the organi-

zation.

The fifth annual concert and ball of the

Hebrew National Association was held at

Copley Hall, Clarendon street, Boston, and

and the hall was well filled. The association

is a Zionist organization, and coupled with

the festivities was the celebration of its sev-

enth anniversary.

On December 30 the American Daughters
of Zion held a package party at 200 East

Broadway, and judging from the spirited bids

the funds of the society must have benefited

to a very appreciable extent. Miss Bromberg,

who ably presided, was well supported by a

reception committee.

The students of the City College brought

into existence a Zionist society and have re-

ceived permission from the college authori-

ties to hold their meetings on the premises.

The students of the New York Law School

are following in the wake of the City College

and have requisitioned the services of Mr.

Isaac Allen to assist them in organizing.

A very large mass meeting was held in

Charleston, S. C, on Sunday, December 28,

by the Salvation of Zion. Addresses were

made and musical entertainment provided.

The principal speaker of the evening was Mr.

George Tunkel, of Augusta, Ga.

The Brownsville Dorshei Zion held a very

successful Chanukah gathering on December

28, when Rev. Dr. Veld, the superintendent

A mass meeting was held on December 28

at Faneuil Hall, Boston, when Bishop E. B.

Usher made a very stirring speech ^nd en-

couraged the Zionists to further activity.

Alderman-elect Bromberg and Mr. H. Spiel-

berg, of New York, Mr. Elisha Greenhood

referred to the great and good work that is

being accomplished. And a very successful

meeting, presided over by Mr. Robert Silver-

man, was brought to a close.
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On Wednesday evening, the 24th of Decem-

ber, the Sisters of Zion of New York City

celebrated Chanukah by holding an open

meeting and entertainment at the Great Cen-

tral Palace. There was a large attendance

which was addressed by Mr. J. de Haas on

the coincidence of Christmas and Chanukah
and the historical importance of the Mac-
cabaean victories as making Christmas even

possible of celebration that evening.

The Friends of Zion of Philadelphia cele-

brated the opening of the Zion Institute on

Sunday, December 28. The building, which

is situated in Pine street, was erected on the

initiative of Dr. B. L. Gordon at a cost of

$5,000 and is handsomely furnished. The

principal speakers were the Rev. H. Maslian-

sky, the Rev. B. Leventhal and Mr. J. de

Haas. A reading room and library have been

established in connection with the Institute

2nd altogether Philadelphia has set a noble

example for other cities.

The Dorshei Zion and the Daughters of

Zion of Brooklyn held a most successful

Chanukah entertainment at Hanover Hall,

Columbia street. Mr. Basel, a student of the

Jewish Theological Seminary, and Mr. I,

Kronstein," of the Zion Educational League,
addressed the meeting. In the intervals be-

tween the speeches, both vocal and instru-

mental music was provided, and a very pleas-
ant evening was spent, which was concluded
with the announcement that their annual ball

takes place in March.

Dawson's Grotto was almost filled on De-
cember 31 at the presentation of Longfellow's"
Judas Maccabaeus "

by the Philadelphia
Zion Society, Junior, with the assistance of

Miss Ray Ries, of the Rose of Sharon So-

ciety. The play was admirably given by the

talented amateurs. Dancing followed the per-
formance. The different characters were

represented by Miss Ray Ries, Edwin Adler,
William Peiper, Charles W. Levy, Jr.,' David

Schneeberg, M. Zeigler, Harry Cohen, N,

Miller, Bertram Schneeberg, Samuel Peiper,
A. Wohlgemuth, A. Berkowitz and Abe Bau-
man. The gathering was a great social and
financial success. This was in no slight meas-
ure due to the energetic efforts of our col-

leagues, Mr. G. H. Mayer and Mr. Benj.

Singer.

A"mass meeting was held at the Bnei Jacob

Synagogue, Louisville, Ky., on Sunday, De-

cember 28, and about 600 people, chiefly of

the younger generation, were present. Mr.

L. N. Dembitz and Mr. Mendel Silver, of the

Hebrew Union College, and Mr. S. Klovansky
addressed the meeting. The meeting was held

under the auspices of the Mebassereth Zion,

Daughters of Zion and the Louisville Zionist

Society. It was a great success. At the close

the Daughters of Zion made the announce-

ment that they are giving a ball on March

8, the proceeds of which are to be invested

in Jewish Colonial Trust shares and in the

National Fund. Already admirable zeal is

displayed by the fair Daughters of Zion and

success is positively assured. Mr. Silver has

promised to deliver an address at the ball.

On Sunday, December 21, an enthusia-stic

mass meeting was held in Worcester, which

was presided over by Mr. Morris Cohen. The

opening speech was delivered by Rev. Rab-

binowitz. The principal addresses were de-

livered by Miss Leah Asher, Mr. J. de Haas
and the Rev. Meyer Hecht. Miss Asher was

enthusiastically received, and devoted her ad-

dress principally to discussing Zionism from

the woman's standpoint. She regarded the

work of Zionism as one that placed the Jew-
ish woman on a higher level and compelled
her to give her attention to Jewish causes and
to the increase of culture amongst the Jewish

people. The Jewess stands for the ideal.

Like Grace Darling, the Jewish woman should

sacrifice and labor to rescue her people from

the tempests of persecution and ignorance
which is always threatening the Jews. Rev.

Hecht concluded with an able address in

Yiddish, answering many of the orthodox ob-

jections to the movement.

On Sunday, January 11, the Medina Temple
of Chicago, 111., was crowded by a very large

Jewish audience, which represented every sec-

tion of the community. The meeting was in

the nature of a Zionist demonstration, and
the chair was taken by Mr. Leon Zolotkoff,

the Grand Master of the Order Knights of

Zion. A message of apology was read from
Dr. Felsenthal, who regretted his age pre-
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vented him from attending. An excellent

musical program was provided by an orches-

tra under Mr. Elias Rivkin,
" Hatikvoh

"

having been set for a full band. Other musi-

cal numbers were provided by the children

of the Zion Sabbath School, some forty-eight

of whom, under Mr. D. P. Pollack, acquitted

themselves most admirably. Miss Birdie

Kaplan and Dr. Christopher F. Balatka

played Beethoven's Concerto in C. The chair-

man having addressed the audience on the

general progress of the movement, called upon
the Rev. Dr. Emil G. Hirsch to address the

Zionists at length. Dr. Hirsch said that he

had not changed from the opinions that he

had uttered from the same platform last year.

He expressed himself favorably to Zionism,

but warned the Zionists against fanaticism.

He objected to the harsh attacks the Zionists

had made upon those who did not agree with

them, and he urged them to be careful of petty

politicians and the like. Further, he had

never subscribed to the foolish saying that

America is our Zion and Washington our

Jerusalem. He had not composed such a phi-

losophy of history; the theory was absurd, and

if America were our Zion, we should have to

invite the five million suffering Jews to come

here. He urged the Jews not to speak of

Anti-Semitism or to say that it was spread-

ing in America, since the frequent repetition

of such phrases might lead to the very spread

of such a movement. If the Zionists should

take the suffering Jews of Russia, Roumania

and Galicia to Palestine and give them legal

protection and free air, he said, take them.

It is not to me a national, but a humanitarian

or a philanthropic movement, and if it were

practical they should continue in their efforts,

and he was so convinced of the necessity that

something should be done for our suffering

brothers, that he would accept it even if it

did make a nation and it did create a state.

Mr. J. de Haas, who had during the preced-

ing week, lectured before the Kadimah Gate

and the Clara De Hirsch Gate of the Ord-.'r

Knights of Zion, called attention to an inter-

view in the Chicago Israelite in which Dr.

Hirsch was made to attack the Zionist move-

ment. He pointed out that the Zionists did

not attack their opponents, but the opposition

had not only abused them but had fendeavored

to frustrate the purposes of the movement.

He knew of no petty politicians inside the

movement, though he had found that every

other way of Jewish life in the United States

was clutched at by the petty politicians to

serve his own ends. He dealt at length with

the question of the practical side of the move*

ment. He pointed out that the question of

practicability should be secondary, at least to

the rabbis ; whoever approved an ideal should

work for an ideal, and within his understand-

ing of the problem it was not for any Jew
to stand outside and advise the Zionists, but

to come inside and help them. They were

quite willing, and only too anxious to be ad-

vised from within, but a national movement

was not to be patronized. He pointed out

that it was only the Jew and only the Jewish

rabbi who, with his
"

ifs
"
and

"
ahs," thre.v

doubt on the patriotism of the Jew who en-

couraged Zionism. He finally appealed to

Dr. Hirsch personally that if he felt with the

Zionists to come and work with them. Dr.

Hirsch replied to Mr. de Haas, denying the

Chicago Israelite interview, which had taken

place in Kansas City; and pointed out that

he himself was continually at loggerheads

with the majority of the rabbis in the United

States, therefore the charges aimed at him

could not be delivered against himself. By
the question of practicability he meant

whether Palestine could sustain the popula-

tion. This ought to be cleared up. The Rev.

Hirsch Masliansky, delivered a masterful ad-

dress in Hebrew and in Yiddish, in which he

ridiculed the mission theory and the attempt

to denationalize the Jews. This was followed

by a lecture illustrated by stereopticon views

delivered by Mr. E. W. Levin-Epstein, on

the condition of the colonies and the rise of

the Zionist movement. The meeting terminat-

ed at a late hour amid great enthusiasm.

The national music advertised by Magil

Bros., 708 South Fifth street, Philadelphia,

can be ordered through The Maccab^iian.

Mr. Elken, of 3 Jefferson street. New York,

who is advertising in this issue, has made

special arrangements for the sale of national

Jewish music.

OUR ZIONIST BUTTON
$15.00 per 100, post-paid

20c. each, post-paid

Address, MACCAB/EAN
__ 3ao BROADWAY
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Fifth Annual Convention of the Order Knights of Zion

First Session: Saturday, January 3, 1903.

The Fifth Annual Convention of the Or-

der Knights of Zion was held at Siegel's

Hall, Milwaukee, Wis.

The convention was called to order on

Saturday evening at 9 p.m. by the Grand

Master, Brother Leon Zolotkoff. The Com-
mittee on Credentials reported all credentials

to be in good order. The Grand Recorder

thereupon read the roll of delegates and it

was found that the following delegates were

present. (See Appendix I.)

The Grand Master then introduced the

Hon, David S. Rose, Mayor of Milwaukee,
who said :

"
It is a pleasure to me to come before

your convention and greet and welcome

those who are strangers within our gates.

I wish to speak a few words of encourage-
ment to those of our citizens who belong to

your Order. I do not hesitate to say that

no good American citizen does wrong to his

citizenship in enrolling himself in the cause

you represent. To one native born it is al-

most impossible to realize how conditions can

exist in any civilized land which can affect

an organization of this character. Your
work is a great human work, not only show-

ing loyalty to the traditions and history of

your people, but you are exhibiting a human

spirit in undertaking to ameliorate the con-

ditions of those who suffer at the hands of

people who are called civilized. I thank God
that in this land of liberty and progress in-

dignities of such a character as your people
suffer elsewhere cannot be perpetrated with

the sanction of those in authority.
"
In our city we have a cosmopolitan peo-

ple, -every civilization is represented in our

citizenship, and without flattery, but giving
merit where merit is due, I say we have no

more progressive, thrifty and public-spirited

citizens than the Hebrews." After describ-

ing the industrial growth of Milwaukee the

Mayor continued:. "We know no class dis-

tinctions ; bigotry is rapidly disappearing from

among us, and we are all being moved by
common purposes to achieve common results.

I trust your purpose will be achieved. Your

banding yourselves together to alleviate the

suffering of those who are bound to you by

blood, tradition and history is noble, and I

can say truthfully that wherever we find an

assembly of Jews, we find it inspired with the

motive to better the condition of the people.

Your people seldom transgress our laws, they

are never found in our almshouses. I thank

2'ou for the honor of having allowed me to

come among you. I am sure you will meet

with warm and hospitable hearts. I wish you

God speed in the cause which has brought

together all in this convention."

Brother B. Horwich moved that a vote of

thanks be accorded to the Mayor for his

kindness in attending the convention. The

Grand Master, in putting the motion, said

the thanks offered were not merely from the

Zionists assembled in Milwaukee, but in the

name of the Zionists throughout the entire

world, and he thanked the Mayor for his

cheering words.

The Grand Master thereupon appointed

the following committees:

Committee on Credentials: D. P. Pol-

lock, M. Eisenberg, N. D. Kaplan and J. Kat-

zoff.

Committee on Reports of Officers: Chas.

Blumenthal, Dr. Jos. H. Scharf, D. P. Pol-

lock, M. Lieberman, Miss Edith Levin, S.

Ginsburg and Dr. R. L. Halperin.

Committee on Finances: N. Gonsior, E.

A. Braun, E. Epstein, H. Goldstein, N. Good-

man, J. Previant and A. M. Liebling.

Committee on Nominations: B. Hor-

wich, Sam. Horwich, E. Levin, M. New-

man, Rabbi S. I. Sheinfeld, F. Brady, H. M.

Barnett, J. Previant, Jacob Cohen, B. N.

Piatt, Esther Weinshenker, L. Prigosen,

Jacob Berry, A. Levinson and L. Zimmer-

man.

Committee on Resolutions: E. N. Zo-

line, Mrs. Borashek, Louis Zimmerman, J.

Bernson, B. Horwich, M. Shulman, J. Ket-

telman, P. P. Bregstone and Dr. Scharf.

On the appointment of the Committee on

Nominations, the question of the appointment

of this Committee was raised, and the Grand

Master pointed out that under section 5 of

the Rules of Order the nomination and the
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LEON ZOLOTKOFF
Grand Master of the Order Knights of Zion.

election of officers would remain with the

House.

The Rev. H. Masliansky then addressed

the convention in Hebrew, observing that

Milwaukee should be the Basle of America.

He did not expect to find here uniformity of

opinion, but he trusted that the convention

would adhere to unity of idea.

The Grand Master thereupon submitted the

following report, which was received with

great enthusiasm. (See Appendix H.)

The Grand Recorder next submitted his

report. (See Appendix HI.)

These reports together with that of the

Grand Treasurer were submitted to the Com-

mittee on Reports of Officers for considera-

tion.

Brother Gartenstein on behalf of the Mil-

waukee Zionists presented the Grand Mas-

ter with a bronze ink-stand and writing ma-

terials as a mark of respect and esteem and

appreciation for his work for the cause.

The Grand Master thanked the Milwaukee

Zionists for the gift and then read many tele-

giams of greeting.

The session thereupon adjourned.

Second Session: Sunday Morning, Jan. 4.

The Grand Master took the chair at 10 a.m.

Brother Dr. R. L. Halperin raised the ques-

tion of procedure and claimed that the con-

vention had agreed to no rules of order. A
brief but lively discussion followed, the

chairman being inclined to yield his views to

those of Brother Dr. Halperin. Mr. J. de

Haas urged that the motion to discuss pro-

cedure was out of order, and that the con-

vention had inferentially adopted the rules

printed on the convention program. The
motion was thereupon set aside.

Brother E. N. Zoline, chairman of the

Committee of Resolutions, thereupon sub-

mitted the following resolutions, which were

carried unanimously:

Resolved:—That the Order Knighti

of Zion thoroughly appreciates the good
offices of the Government of the United

States, on behalf of the oppressed Rou-

manian Jews, and hopes that the very

able, and convincing argument of the

Hon. John Hay will have a lasting

moral effect on the civilized world, for

which every member of the Order ex-

presses his heartiest thanks to President

Roosevelt and the Hon. John Hay. But,

at the same time, the Zionists of Ameri-

ca voice their conviction that the only

solution of the so-called Jewish Ques-

tion in Europe and elsewhere lies in a

thorough realization of the aims, pur-

poses and aspirations of the international

Zionist Movement, to a careful study

of which the world is invited.

Resolved:—That we recommend that

the Order Knights of Zion, as a sub-

Federation, shall continue to pay through

the Federation the Shekel money to the

International Zionists, 25 cents per capita

for each member of good standing at the

time of the convention, and 5 cents per

member as a fee of the sub-Federation

toward the Federation of American

Zionists.

Resolved:—That we also recommend

that the office of Shekelmaster shall be

made permanent, and that a Shekelmas-

ter be elected at the convention.

That whereas the Jewish education of

Jewish children is being much neglected,

and whereas even where Jewish children

are being taught Judaism, such teaching

is lacking in national spirit and culture.

Therefore be it

Resolved:—That in the opinion of this
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convention the education of Jewish chil-

dren should be of a national character.

Further, that the Grand Gate take such

steps as are expedient for the convening
of conferences of Melamdim and others

in authority in Chedorim and Talmud
Torahs with a view to carrying out the

wish expressed in this resolution.

Further, that the Grand Gate give con-

sideration to the formation of Jewish

boys' brigades.

Whereas, the principal aim of our

organization is to increase in member-

ship and spread the idea of Zionism

among ail Jews; and whereas, the ac-

complishment of this work rests mainly
with the Organization Committee of the

Order Knights of Zion, be it therefore

Resolved:—That the sum of $25

a month be appropriated for the next

year, which money should be at the dis-

posal of the Organization Committee,who
shall expend that amount, partly for the

purpose of paying a good speaker, and

partly for the expense of reaching all

Jewish Committees in the city of Chicago
and other cities.

Resolved:—That the following new of-

ficers be added to the officers of the

Grand Gate, who shall be elected by the

delegates of the convention : Chairman
of Share Committee

; Chairman of Na-

tional Fund Stamps ; Chairman on Sheko-

lim ; Chairman on Printing; Chairman

on Means and Ways; Chairman on Press

and Literature ; Chairman on Constitu-

tion and By-laws : Chairman on Griev-

ances
; Chairman on Entertainments and

Affairs ; Chairman on Organization
Committee.

Resolved:—That no new member shall

hold office in local gates or as delegate

to the convention before he has been six

months in the Order; this does not

apply to Gates newly organized.

Resolved:—That any Gate or member
of this Order, who sends money to the

Grand Recorder, shall at the time when
such money is forwarded, notify the

Treasurer of the amount and date when
such money has been forwarded on blank

to be provided by Grand Gate.

Whereas the Order Knights of Zion

is rapidly growing and getting stronger

every day, and a stricter account is nec-

essary of the standing of the Order, fi-

nancially and otherwise
; therefore, be it

Resolved:—That it shall be the bind-

ing duty of the trustees to examine the

books and bring in a written report of

the receipts, and disbursements, and the

financial standing of the Order, not less

than once every three months.

Mr. Zoline then submitted the following

resolution :

Whereas, the Order Knights of Zion

is quite frequently called upon to expend

large sums of money for the good and

welfare of Zionism which cannot be cov-

ered by the per capita tax, paid, therefore,

be it

Resolved:—That the Grand Gate be

empowered to levy special assessments in

cases of emergency, provided, however,
that such taxes shall not exceed 25 cents

per member for one year.

A considerable debate followed, strong

feeling being manifested against the motion,
the argument being that the power to assess

would mean an increase in the per capita tax.

Mr. de Haas proposed by way of amend-
ment to found a capital fund for the Order,
but after a long debate the resolution was

adopted.

Mr. Zoline submitted the next resolution:

N. D. KAPLAN

Grand Recorder of the Order Knights of Zion
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Resolved:—That the salary of the

Grand Recorder shall be $300 per annum,
which same shall include payment for the

services of a stenographer. (Carried

unanimously.)
A resolution was submitted for the crea-

tion of a Financial Recordership. The ques-
tion was debated at some length. Several at-

tempts were made to force the previous ques-
tion on the House, but eventually the Grand
Recorder was called upon to state his opin-
ion of the question, after which the resolu-

tion was lost by a large majority.
A motion calling for the publication of the

proceedings of the convention was set aside,

it being understood that the Maccab^an
would publish a detailed account of the con-

vention, and the Grand Master appealed to

every Zionist to support the Maccab^an.
A resolution was submitted from the ladies

present to the effect that the convention

thanked the ladies of Milwaukee and the Mil-

waukee Gates for their attention and recep-
tion to the visiting delegates, and it was re-

solved that the same be spread upon the rec-

ords of the convention.

The session was then adjourned and a re-

past was offered the delegates and visitors, of

v/hom there were about three hundred, in the

hall at Schlitz Park.

The Grand INIaster appointed Mr. J. de

Haas as Toastmaster, who proposed the

health of Dr. Herzl, which was drunk with

rousing cheers. Called upon Rabbi Shoen.-

feld, of Milwaukee, on the development of

the Hebrew language. The Rev. H. Mas-

iianski. Rabbi Zarchi, Brother H. Horwich,
Brother Dr. R. L. Halperin. Brother N. D.

Kaplan and Miss Esther Weinshenker pro-

posed various toasts. The singing of
" Ha-

tikvoh
"

closed this part of the proceedings
and the delegates returned to the convention

hall.

Third Session : Sunday Afternoon.

Brother B. Horwich presented the reports

on Organization, on Shares, on the Report
of the Shekelmaster, and also on the sale of

National Fund Stamps.
Mr. E. A. Braun reported on behalf of the

Finance Committee that they had inspected

the books and the accounts presented by the

Grand Recorder and they found same to be in

good order. They urged, however, that the'

Grand Gate should appoint a committee for

the purpose of looking over the accounts in

detail. (Adopted.)
Brother B. Horwich then submitted the re-

port of the Committee on Nominations, and
the election of the officers was proceeded with.

Practically every election was made by ac-

clamation.

The officers are: Grand Master, Leon
Zolotkoff; First Vice Grand Master, S. Gins-

burg; Second Vice Grand Master, Rabbi S.

L. Sheinfeld; Grand Recorder, Nathan D.

Kaplan; Grand Treasurer, E. Epstein; Jew-
ish Orator, S. L. Genes; English Orators, P.

P. Bragstone, Esther Weinshenker; Con-

ductor, George Rosenzweig; Chairman of N.
F. Stamp Com., Jacob Cohn ; Shekel Master,
I. Wolpe; Chairman of Share Com., B. Hor-

wich; Chairman of Organization Com.. B. L.

Sloan ; Chairman of Printing Com., E. N.

Zoline; Chairman of Press and Literature

Com., E. N. Zoline. Trustees: Miss Amalia

Jerusalimsky, Miss Sarah Jacobson, L. Pri-

gozen, L. Wolpe, David Horwich, H. M. Bar-

nett, M. Sider, M. Jerusalimsky, M. Shulman,
Rev. M. Newman, A. Margolis, H. Shapiro,
A. M. Liebling, Hen. Howid.

Brother Dr. Halperin, as ex-Grand Master,

thereupon installed the officers elected in

their new offices.

The Grand Master having spoken on the
"
Good and Welfare," called upon Mr. J. de

Haas as representative of the Feleration of

American Zionists to close the Conference.

Mr. de Haas roused the convention, which
had proved enthusiastic hitherto, to the high-

est pitch of enthusiasm, saying :

Mr. Grand Master, Ladies and Gentlemen.

Zionists :
—The impression that your confer-

ence will leave on me, the message that I am
prepared to send through the Maccab^an to

Vienna, and to the Executive of the Federa-

tion, will depend upon your conduct in these

few last minutes of this day. We have ar-

rived at the
"
Niela

"
of a great day of atone-

ment ; for atonement, the Jewish Day of

Atonement in the English language is com-

posed of three words : at-one-ment ; and we
here have been giving expression and have

shown how men and women can unite them-

selves in loving work and in the unison of

brotherhood.

I convey to you, because I am but a few

months in this country, greetings from our

leader. Dr. Theodor Herzl. I convey to you
the greetings of my colleagues in England, a
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small center, but great in its sympathy for

our cause. I convey to you greetings from

the East, from Dr. Richard Gotheil and the

Federation of American Zionists.

Those who may have thought to injure our

work by splitting the movement into parties

have failed. Your spontaneous resolutions to

maintain and uphold the organization of the

East will be greeted cordially. The day on

which we shall break up into independent par-

ties will be the day of a new Clwrban. It js

unity, harmony, good faith and work that

must carry our cause forward. Therefore I

stand before you, thankful for what has trans-

pired. There is much that I might say to you,

but there is a mass meeting to follow and I

will content myself with very few words.

First : take care of the children. The reso-

lution on education, which was carried, is a

resolution on the problem of making the men
and women of the future. I hope you will

impress the boys and girls so that they will

live to admire that flag of ours. (Applause.)
I have in mind and am convinced that one

day that flag will be raised on the tower of

David in Jerusalem. (Great and prolonged

applause.) But the only natural way in which

it will get there will be by the power of the

people. Give but to the younger generation
that love for Israel and that sentiment for

Zion which is ours, then if you and I stumble

in battle, if you and I go down, there will be

young people who will raise that flag and keep
it flying till it is victorious. There is not a

shadow of disloyalty in that thought, for we
are a peaceful army seeking peace. I am
thousands of miles from my home ; thousands

of miles from my dreamland home, but I

stand here filled with a great feeling of satis-

faction ; satisfaction of two kinds : one of

which is that I am under the Stars and

Stripes. (Great applause.) I honor your

flag from a serious point of view. Because of

this: It is a symbol of freedom, of a great
battle won in the cause of human emancipa-

tion, and the Jews being in America to-day

something can be done for Zion. The Mayor's
words of encouragement spoken to you con-

veyed that same thought, and you should go
on conscious that you are the moulh-piece of

the Jewish people to-day in the West, and

that we Zionists are speaking for more than

ourselves. Respect our flag, the blue and

white, whilst you raise as high as you can the

Stars and Stripes. A young lady asked n-e

how I felt having come to this country, and I

said this :

" Had I come here as a Jew, I

would have felt u»eomfortable, but having
come here at the express request of the Zion-

ists and the leaders of the movement, I have

found love and brotherhood everywhere." In

every city I find brothers and sisters in Zion,

Jews and Jewesses who help make a girdle of

Jewish fellowship around the earth.

Go forward in your work under the im-

pression, with the desire and the willingness

to strengthen the bond of human love and

brotherhood, so that wherever you are yon
are putting strand to strand, and, adding link

by link, to the great chain of Jewish brother-

hood. Do not look upon Zionism alone as

the alleviation of other folks' suffering.

Make your greatest point this Jewish bond

of love and brotherhood and unaggressive

national idea.

It is my privilege to close your convention.

I thank you for the opportunity to be pres-

ent. I close your convention keeping in mind

the oath that I took as a boy. Under the firm

conviction that you and I and everyone of us

will remain true to the oath of our prophets

and of our people, I repeat the oath inscribed

on the banner that offered us welcome—it is

the oath of the Jewish people :

"
If I forget

thee, O, Jerusalem, let my right hand forget

its cunning."

The convention thereupon adjourned.

Extra Session : Sunday Evening.

A mass meeting, probably the greatest Jew-
ish gathering ever held in the city of Mil-

waukee, closed the Zionistic proceedings of

the day.

The meeting was held in the West Side

Turn Hall, nearly 2,000 persons being pres-

ent, beginning shortly after 8 p.m. The pro-

ceedings lasted until after midnight and pre-

sented to the non-Jewish observers, of whom
there were many, a remarkable scene of en-

thusiasm and fervor.

The Grand Master then introduced Brother

B. Horwich as chairman. Brother B. Hor-

wich addressed the meeting on the object of

the movement, and the orchestra then played

Halevey's
"
Temple Weihe "

and Meyerbeer's
"
Coronation March." Led by the Rev. H.

Liebeman, the children of the Hebrew School

sang
"
Hatikvoh." Mr. J. de Haas then ad-

dressed the meeting on higher ideals, which

animated all Zionists who wanted not merely
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a home for their people, but a home so con-

ditioned that the Jewish nation would restore

itself to its ancient position as the fountain

of spiritual, ethical and moral truth.

Miss Cohn, accompanied by Miss Levitsli,

rendered a violin solo and was called forward
and presented with a bouquet of flowers.

The Rev. Masliansky gave a brilliant ad-

dress in Yiddish for fully forty minutes, and

kept his audience in a roar of laughter as he

satirically described the life and the character

and the objections brought against Zionism

by all kinds of Jews.
The orchestra having rendered

"
American

Airs," Mr. E. W. Levin Epstein delivered a

most instructive lecture, illustrated by stereop-
ticon views, which illustrated vocally and an
the sheet, the history of the Zionistic move-
ment and the growth of the Jewish Colonies

in Palestine. The audience cheered and
cheered the well-known faces of the Zionistic

leaders and applauded vociferously the pic-
tures that illustrated the growth of the col-

onies in the Holy Land.

The proceedings, notwithstanding the late

hour, ended with round after round of ap-

plause.

Appendix I

Delegates (Present and Absent).

Names marker with an (,*) are of delegates

not present.

Chicago Zion, Gatv No. 1, Chicago, 111. :

E. Reback, B. Rabinowich, P. P. Bregstone,

L Levinson, Sam'l Horwich, P. Braude.

Dorshe Zion, Gate No. 3, Chicago, 111. : T.

Weinshenker, M. Levin, L. Prigosen, Miss

Mary Weinshenker. Chibath Zion, Gate No.

4, Toledo, Ohio: Chas. Blumenthal, *A. Kli-

vansky. Ohave Shlom Zion, Gate No. 7, Chi-

cago, 111. : Jacob Cohen, H. Krantz, A. I.

Jacobson. Jehudah Halevey, Gate No. 8, Mil-

waukee, Wis. : S. P. Shnell, H. Walitzkin, J.

Mednikow, H. Shlomowitz, M. Horowitz,

Mrs. Bornshak, E. A. Braun, David Albert.

Kadimoh, Gate No. 9, Chicago, 111. : B. N.

Piatt, N. Neites, N. Shulman, M. C. Sloan, J.

Goldstein, Jacob Katsoflf. Clara De Hirsch,

Gate No. 10, Chicago, 111. : Esther Weinshen-

ker, Sarah Bregstone, Dora Arkin, Annie New-

berger,and *Anna Blumenstock, *Bertha Jeru-

salimsky. Achduth L'maan Zion, Gate No. 11,

Laurium, Mich. : *M. Jerusalimsky, Ohave

Zion, Gate No. 12, Peoria, 111.: F. Bernson.

Zion Col. Aid Ass'n,Gate No. 14, Chicago, 111.:

Rev. M. Newman, J. Simon, B. Twersky. B.

Felsenthal, Gate No. 15, Chicago, 111. : *Louis

Zimmerman, *Otto Brail. Ashland, Gate No.

16, Ashland, Wis. : S. Poziky. Duluth Ohave

Zion, Gate No. 17, Duluth, Minn.: L. Wolpe.

Rabbi Sam'l Mohliver, Gate No. 18, Chicago,

111.: J. Saflfro. Ahawath Zion, Gate No. 19,

Milwaukee, Wis.: Rabbi S. I. Schonfield,

Rev. M. Lieberman, M. Eisenberg, Ura Nick-

oil. Bnei Zion, Gate No. 21, Detroit, Mich.:

Abe K-^lish. Volunteers of Zion, Gate No.

22, Ciicago, 111.: H. Davidson, Ike Harris,

Jacob Park. Shibath Zion, Gate No. 23, S.

Chicago, 111.: M. Stein, M. A. Paradise, M.
Kahn. Herzl Nordau, Gate No. 24, Omaha,
Neb.: J. Ketelman, *S. Ravitz, Alomoth

Zion, Gate No. 26, Chicago, 111: Edith Levin.

Bnoas Zion, Gate No. 27, Kansas City, Mo.:
Mrs. E. A. Braun. Beaconsfield, Gate No. 29,

Chicago, 111.: A. M. Liebling, Harry Brown.
St. Louis Dorshei Zion, Gate No. 30, St.

Louis, Mo.; Dr. Jos. H. Sharf, H. Gold-

stein. Bnei Israel, Gate No. 31, Chicago, 111.;

R. Levin, A. Margolis, L. Feinberg, *Henry
Horwich, *Mishkowsky. Ahawath Zion Anshe

Ticktin, Gate No. 32, Chicago, 111. : J. Garten-

stein, Mrs. Mary Mednikow. Daughters of

Zion, Gate No. 33, St. Louis, Mo. : Mrs, B.

Golland, *Miss F. Silberman. N'shey Zion,

Gate No. 34, Chicago, 111. : Lena Krohn, Sarah

Jacobson, Mary Jacobson, *Mary Jacobson.

Sons and Daughters of Zion, Gate No. 36, St

Louis, Mo. : *H. Waiss. Kansas Chovevi Zion

Gate No. 37, Kansas City, Mo.; *Dr. B. S!

Schwarz. Agudath Achim, Gate No. 38,

Spring Valley, 111. : Ed. Weinshenker. Kanes-

seth Zion, Gate No. 39, Chicago, 111.: H.

Kaplan, M. Neierman, H. Udelson, H. M.

Barnett, L, Epstein, J. Bluestein. Achioth

Zion, Gate No. 42, Chicago, 111.: Mrs. Min-

nie Hurwitz, Ashel Zion, Gate No. 43, Des

Moines, la. : Rabbi A. L. Zarchi, *Chas. Sil-

berman, *Louis Fleishman. Waukegan Zion,

Gate No. 44, Waukegan, 111.: Samuel

Schwarz, G. H, Gathin, A. Z. Zackheim.

O'Haway Zion, Gate No. 46, Minneapolis,

Minn. : L. J, Bernstein. Srig Zion, Gate No.
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45, Marquette, Mich.: Bney Zion Kadimoh, wath Achini, Gate No. 58, Chicago, 111.: A.

Gate No. 47, Minneapolis, Minn. : Jacob Leviton, G. Samkowitz, J. Goldman. Ot-

Berry. Shaare Zion, Gate No. 48, St. Joseph, tumwa Boine Zion, Gate No. 59, Ottumwa,
Mo. : Chas. Ginsburg. Forward, Gate No. la. : P. A. Lewison. Poalie Zedek, Gate No.

49, St. Joseph, Mo. : M. Ph. Ginzburg. 61, Chicago, 111. : M. J. Hurwitz. L'maaii

Mabassereth Zion, Gate No. 50, Marinette, Zion, Gate No. 62, Des Moines, la.: S.

Wis.; I. Kiss, Mrs. A. Kiss, *Mr. T. Broyde, J. Blotsky, I. W. Kramer, H. Brou-

Aranowitz. Des Moines Bnoth Zion, Gate son, N. Goodman. Rabbi Elijah Wilna, Gate

No. 51, Des Moines, la.: Ida Camp, *Anna No. 63, Chicago, 111.: B. Margolis, H. Woolf-

Bernstein, *Mary Ginsburg, *Lena Rubinson, son, S. Glickman. Bnei Abraham Sfard, Gate

*Sarah Aliber, *Anna Swartz. Zion Social, No. 65, Chicago, 111. : L. Greenfield, M.
Gate No. 52, Chicago, 111.: Abe Cotton, Sam. Singer. Yedidey Zion, Gate No. 66, Crystal

Bermon. Ohel Zion, Gate No. 53, Chicago, Falls, Mich.: A. M. Kenon. Racine Dorshei

111. : I. Goldstein. Oshkosh Ohave Zion, Zion, Gate No. 67, Racine, Wis. : A. Riokin.

Gate No. 54, Oshkosh, Wis. : J. Previant. M. L. Fox.

Miller Zion, Gate No. 55, Shreveport, La. :

J. B. Schwartzberg. Daughters of Zion of Present 105

Wichita, Gate No. 56, Wichita, Kan. : Mrs. Absent 21

Rabbi A. L. Zarchy. Roses of Zion, Gate No. •

57, Detroit, Mich.: Estella R. Kohn. Aha- Total 126

Appendix II

GRAND MASTER'S REPORT
The Grand Master said inter alia:—At upon the year which has now passed with a

cur last year's convention, held at the city of considerable amount of satisfaction, for the

Chicago, the delegates of our Milwaukee year has been fruitful of good results to our

Gates surprised us by transmitting to the organization, to our movement in this coun-

convention a written invitation extended by try and to our common cause in general,

the Hon. Mayor Rose of this hospitable city From the reports of your officers and the

to the Order Knights of Zion to hold its con- chairmen of the various committees which

vention of 1903 at Milwaukee. Both the will in their turn be submitted to the con-

friendliness of the gentleman at the head of vention, you will learn in detail of the prog-

Milwaukee's administration, and the enthu- ress made by the Order in many directions

siasm of our Milwaukee brethren, decided us since our previous convention. In anticipa-

in favor of the proposition, and we are as- tion of the information you are to receive

sembled here to-night in pursuance of the ac- I may be granted the satisfaction of making
tion then taken. I sincerely believe I voice the general statement that during the year

the sentiment of everyone present in this hall just passed the membership of our Order has

by saying, "We are glad to be here." It be- almost trebled in number, and that the qual-

hcoves us therefore to express our gratitude ity of its organization has improved consid-

to both, the Mayor of this hospitable city for erably. The relations between the Grand

his kind invitation and to our Milwaukee Gate and its subordinate Gates are now

brethren for the cordial reception, the broth- closer and better regulated, and the sixty-

erly care and whole-hearted hospitality they odd organizations which we are proud to call

accord us in their effort to make our short ours, stand at present knit together by bonds

slay in this city as pleasant and as memorable of brotherly feeling, and by their love for our

as possible. people and its cherished hopes, as firm and as

It is a very pleasant duty to be called steadfast as any body of Zionists ever was.

upon to again make a report to you as Grand The Order Knights of Zion may also con-

Master of the Order Knights of Zion. The gratulate itself upon its successful effort to

gratification of your chairman is enhanced by ward off hasty propositions of breaking away

the realization of the fact that in laying down from the Federation of American Zionists,

their mandate which you gave them last year as unworthy of loyal Zionists. Such propo-

in Chicago your officers are able to look back sitions, though emanating from a desire to
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see the Order Knights of Zion independent,

prompted, as it were, by a sense of loyalty

to our own organization and thus made with

the best of intentions, are repugnant to the

"ery principle of unity of Israel which un-

derlies our movement. As true Zionists we

are in duty bound to carry out the resolu-

tions and enactments of the International

Zionist Congresses, for upon it the success

of our cause depends. And if the Congress

in its wisdom saw fit to withhold its recog-

nition of the independence of bodies with less

than 5,000 shekel-paying members, the forc-

ing of our independence would be insubor-

dination amounting to defiance, and would

not alone be detrimental to discipline and good
order within our own ranks, but would also

have a demoralizing eflfect on others. If

recognition of our independence by the Con-

gress is desirable, we must qualify for it by

raising our membership to the required num-

ber. The experiences of our Order in the

past justify the assumption that such a cli-

max is within our reach in the near future.

And should our expectation of reaching the

number of 5,000 materialize, and our inde-

pendence become an accomplished fact, it will

even then be our most important duty to

trust the Federation of American Zionists

with the consideration and deference due to

a senior sister organization, work in har-

mony with it, assist it in all its undertakings

for our common cause, and avoid such rival-

ly as is likely to create suspicion or ill-feel-

ing.

After referring to Brother B. Horwich's

attendance at the Fifth Zionist Congress, Mr.

Zolotkoff continued : From the accounts of

our Grand Recorder and Grand Treasurer

respectively you will learn in detail the vari-

ous sums of money which the Grand Gate

received during the past year and in which

manner they have been expended.

Owing to the rapid growth of the Order

and to the influx of new Gates, the corre-

spondence and the other work pertaining to

the office of Grand Recorder increased ac-

cordingly. I would, therefore, urgently rec-

ommend that the convention make ample

provision for adequate assistance to the

Grand Recorder, so as to relieve him of the

purely mechanical work appertaining to his

office, but still leaving the same under his

personal supervision.

You will find it quite natural that with the

widening of the scope of its experience the

efficiency of our executive body increased

accordingly. Had it been diliferent, the Order

v.'ould not have grown as perceptibly as it

d.d, and the men and women constituting the

Grand Gate could not have maintained them-

selves at the head of the organization. As

the affairs of the Order assumed a more set-

tled character, the members of the Grand

Gate gradually rose to a fuller sense of real-

izing the task they have undertaken, and

gained a clearer conception of the work be-

fore them. Various committees had to be

appointed by your Grand Master in order

to cope successsfully with the increased vol-

xmie of work as it branched out in many di-

rections, and much good has been accom-

plished by their efifective activity. The un-

tiring efforts of the Committee on Organiza-

tion and propaganda, the excellent work of

the Share Committee and of the National

Fund Committee, the praiseworthy activity

of the Ways and Means Committee—all of

which will submit their reports to you

through their respective chairmen—have con-

tributed in a very great measure to the build-

ing up of our organization. It must be noted

with satisfaction that the friction and creak-

ing that is peculiar to new machinery is

gradually wearing oflf, and the work of the

Grand Gate is progressing with greater easp

and smoothness than in former times.

Candor impels me to state that in re--

spect of educating our children with a view

of implanting in their Jiearts love for their

people and their cherished ideals, which is .in

essential part of the Basle program, we are

not doing our duty. The aim of Zionism is,

among other things, the reawakening and

regeneration of the national consciousness

01 our people. By neglecting to impart to

our children an adequate knowledge of our

ancfent tongue, our religion and our history

in accordance with scientific pedagogical

principles, we are building on sand without

any foundation. All our work of organiza-

tion is like that proverbial tree whose

branches are many but roots are slight, which

is likely to be uprooted by the most ordinary

wind. We have been giving slight support

to a Zion Sabbath School, where Jewish his-

tory is being taught in the English language.

It is a useful institution, but cannot supplant
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a Hebrew School. Unfortunately, the num-

ber of those who would be willing to make

greater sacrifices than the usual paltry con-

tributions is very small.

To what extent the influence of one man
endowed with a sufficient amount of enthu-

siasm and love for a good cause, and pos-

sessed of tact and ability to organize, may
affect a great movement is shown by the

rapid progress the Federation of American

Zionists made from the time it has secured

the services of Brother Jacob de Haas as

its secretary and as editor of the Macca-

BiEAN. The chaotic condition prevalent

among the Zionists of the City of New York

is gradually clearing up under his influence

and harmony is being established between

warring elements which, as it seemed, would

never come together. From all accounts

that have reached us since last May, the Fed-

eration is constantly gaining in strength and

numbers, and its organizing influence is be-

ginning to be felt stronger than ever before.

Accuracy, however, requires us to state

that the progress of Zionism in this country

is at present confined chiefly to that portion

of our people which is more or less attached

to traditional Judaism and wishes to identify

itself with our brethren in other countries.

Those of our brethren whose knowledge of

Jtidaism emanates almost exclusively from

the sermons of Rabbis and those in our own
midst who, having abandoned the Ghetto for

better quarters, are aping the former, are

either opposed or, to say the least, indifferent

to Zionism: The former, because this move-

ment is misrepresented to them by their spir-

itual leaders, and because they prefer, for

purely economical and political reasons, to

unlearn the principle of unity of Israel ; the

latter—because they are indifferent to any-

thing which does not concern themselves.

And yet, in spite of all that, there are

slight indications that even self-girded

hearts cannot withstand the glowing warmth
of the race awakening. Here and there single

individuals from among the so-called
"
bet-

ter classes," as the appalling truth of the

misery of millions of their people dawns

upon them begin to realize that there might
be a solution of the problem in Zionism.

In this connection the recent masterful

note of our State Secretary, the Hon. John

Hay, regarding the treatment of Jews in Rou-

mania, which earned him the approval of all

right thinking men and the gratitude of our

people, rendered us one service which was

perhaps not intended by the author, but which

in a measure is more important to us than

its diplomatic effect. It brought home to us

very forcibly that millions of our less for-

tunate brethren have practically no home and

cannot find one. When this truth with its

possible effects on us—American Jews—will

be properly digested in this country the pres-

ent progress of Zionism will fade into in-

significance in comparison with the strength
it will then achieve. [Mr. Zolotkoff then ably
discussed the progress of Zionism throughout
the world, which part of his address we hope
to publish as a separate article in a future

issue of the Maccab^an.]

Appendix III

REPORT OF THE GRAND RECORDER, BRO. N

For the second time it is my especial honor

to render to you my report as Grand Re-

corder of the Order Knights of Zion during

the year just passed. At our last conven-

tion at Chicago, I had the extreme pleasure

of reporting the healthy increase that was

D.

Gates. No.

KAPLAN
then going on in the Order, and my report

then showed that during that year the Order

had grown from six Gates, aggregating a

membership of 350, to 23 Gates, with a mem-

bership of 1,049. These Gates were as fol-

lows:

Present

Location. Membership. Membership.

Chicago Zion i.

B'Nei Moshe 2.

Dorshe Zion 3-

Chibath Zion 4-

Chovevi Zion 5-

Sharey Zion 6.

Per

Capita.

$99.20Chicago, 111 108 109

Chicago, 111 138

Chicago, 111 30 68 487

Toledo, 52 117 30.68

Lincoln, Neb 20 14 76.33

Hurley, Wis 22 22 7.20
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Gates. No.

Ohave Shlom Zion 7.

Jehudah Halevy 8.

Kadimoh y.

Clara De Hirsch 10.

Ohave Zion 12.

Zion Col. Aid Ass'n 14.

Zion Felsenthal 15.

Zion Ashland 16.

Ohave Zion Duluth 17.

Rabbi Sam'l Mohilver 18.

Ahawath Zion 19.

Arlington Hill 20.

Bnei Zion 21.

Volunteers of Zion 22.

Chibath Zion 23.

Dr, Herzl 24.

Mount Zion 25.

Present

Location Membership. Membership.

Chicago, 111 55 S7

Milwaukee, Wis 157 177

Chicago, 111 39 143

Chicago, 111 53 75

Peoria, 111 30 30

Chicago, 111 26 26

Chicago, 111 22 22

Ashland, Wis 12

Duluth, Minn 66 30

Cheboygan, Wis. ... 24 31

Milwaukee, Wis 63 54

St. Paul, Minn 21

Detroit, Mich 44 94

Chicago, 111 29 30
S. Chicago, 111 81 50

Omaha, Neb 27 30
St. Louis, Mo 20

Per

Capita.

13-50

35-00

84.19

49-38

12.75

35-80

19-85

15-00

11-45

46-53

-25

57-88

12.33

61.38

78.26

1.7s

Order Knights of Zion comprising total membership of. .. .1,049

I then took the liberty of suggesting to the

convention that some definite plan should be

adopted which would enable the Order to

reach every portion of our territory with

Zionistic propaganda. Such a suggestion,

however, is more easily made than followed ;

and the Grand Gate was left, as before, to

work out its own system of propagating our

cause. The results, as you will see, are such

as may be referred to with a feeling of pride.

W^ith the limited means at the command of

your officers and the Grand Gate, the growth
of the Order is most satisfactory.

Just as our Grand Master was calling to

order the mass meeting, which was the

crowning feature of our last convention, a

telegram was received announcing that Lauri-

uni, Mich., was with us, and my records

show there the installation of the first Gate

of the year.

Following are the Gates which were ac-

quired during the year :

Gates. No.

Achduth L'maan 11.

Alomoth Zion 26.

Congress 26.

Eneas Zion 27.

Bonei Zion 28.

Beaconsfield 20.

Dr. Caro 20.

St. Louis Dorshei Zion 30.

Bnei Israel 31.

Ahawath Zion Anshi Ticktin 32.

Deborah 32.

Daughters of Zion 23-

N'shey Zion 34.

Sosanath 35.

Sons and Daughters of Zion 36.

Kansas Chovevi Zion ^y.

Agudath Achim 3S.

Kanesses Zion 39.

Ladies of Zion 40.

Charter Present

Location. Membership. Membership.

Laurium, Mich 21 27

Chicago, 111 16

Chicago, 111 16 16

Kansas City, Mo. ... 85 85

Kansas City, Mo 25 48

Chicago, 111 15 15

Milwaukee, Wis 21 15

St. Louis, Mo 35 29

Chicago, 111 60 60

Chicago, 111 27 21

Chicago, 111 60 31

St. Louis, Mo 30 28

Chicago, 111 24 34

Chicago, 111 27 34
St. Louis, Mo 99 47

Kansas City, Mo 17 90

Spring Valley, 111.... 19 24

Chicago, 111 100 103

Calumet, Mich 22

Per

Capita.

$23-30

4.80

69.25

39.10

S-70

923

30.45

31.80

32.00

21.75

17.36

17.50

12.62

3950

84.26

105.00

8.45

25-25
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Gates. No.

St. Louis Dorshei Zion 41*

Achioth Zion 42-

Ashel Zion 43-

Waukegan Zion 44-

Srig Zion 45>

O'haway Zion 46.

Bnev Zion Kadimoh 47«

Shaare Zion 4^>

Forward > 49-

Mebassereth Zion 50-

Des Moinee Bnowth Zion 51.

Zion Social 52.

Ohol Zion 53-

Oshkosh Ohavi Zion 54.

Miller Zion 55-

Daughters of Zion of Wichita 56.

Roses of Zion 57-

Ahavath Achin 58.

Oltumwa Boiney Zion 59.

Tifereth Zion 60.

Poalei Zedek 61,

L'maan Zion 62.

Rabbi Elijah Wilna 63,

Nashville Bnei Zion 64.

Bnei Abraham Sfard 65.

Ycdidey Zion 66.

Charter Present Per

Location Membership. Membership. Capita.

St Louis, Mo 41 40 16.00

Chicago, 111 25 27 24.70

Des Moines, la 26 33 19.80

Waukegan, 111 35 34 36.60
"

Marquette, Mich. ... 22 20 16.50

Minneapolis, Minn. . . 36 36 17.13

Minneapolis, Minn. . . 20 33 22.12

St. Joseph, Mo 43 59 46.50

St Joseph, Mo 17 17 69.38

Marinette, Wis 57 55 6.38

Des Moines, la iii iii 69.38

Chicago, 111 25 17 4.69

Chicago, 111 35 35 64.20

Oshkosh, Wis 25 20 5.00

Shreveport, La 50 50 25.00

Wichita, Kan 38 40 24.25

Detroit Mich 24 24 4.50

Chicago, 111 29 41 ....

Ottumwa, la 10 10 5.00

Chicago, 111 17 17 5.44

Chicago, 111 16 16 4.30

Des Moines, la 88 88 29.00

Chicago, 111 35 35 5.63

Nashville, Tenn 59 35 10.00

Chicago, 111 15 IS 6.00

Crystal Falls, Mich.. . 16 16

Thus you will see an aggregation of 45

Gales during the year, and of course you will

appreciate that with the increase of the mem-

bership of the Order, the work of your Grand

Ofl&cers grew accordingly.

No organization is ever created but that

some join as members wTio afterward drop

cut So it is with lodges of an Order, and

so it is with Gates of the Order Knights of

Zion. It is the chaff that is carried away
while the process of grinding goes on. Thus

it was that the following Gates have been

lost to us:

B'Nei Moshe, Gate No. 2; Arlington Hill,

Gate No. 20; Congress, Gate No. 26;

Deborah, Gate No. 32; Dr. Caro, Gate No.

29, Milwaukee, Wis. ; Ladies of Zion, Gate

No. 40, Calumet, Mich., and the Mount Zion,

Gate No. 25, St Louis, Mo.

Toward the latter part of the year your
Grand Gate deemed it wise to appoint as Or-

ganization Committee, with a view to spread-

ing the movement as much as possible right

in our center—the City of Chicago. The work

Total, 2,828

accomplished by that Committee can best be

judged by the number of Chicago Gates or-

ganized since its appointment. Every Sun-

day mass meetings were held at one syna-

gogue or another with the usual result of an

additional Gate to the Order.

So the functions with which your Grand

Officers have respectively been intrusted

have not been neglected. Everything possi-

ble has been done on behalf of our cause,

but there is still more to be done, and it re-

mains with this convention to create the

means. It again behooves me to call the at-

tention of this convention to the necessity of

literature; not the kind of literature we

Zionists can secure by subscription. There

are some excellent publications to be had,

such as the MAccABiEAN, published by the

Federation of American Zionists, which no

Zionist should fail to subscribe for, but that

is not the kind of literature that will tend to

enlighten its readers as to the fundamental

principles of Zionism, and the means adopt-

ed to accomplish our aims.
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Disbursements.

Final expenses of Convention of January, 1902 $163.56

Appropriation to send Delegate to Convention at Boston 100.00

Payment of loan made in 1901 for expenses of Delegate to Bask 80.00

Appropriation to Ways and Means Committee for furnishings and rent of

Zion Hall 292.04

Grand Recorder's salary 125.00

National Fund Stamps (including some which were resold) 101.00

Railroad fare and propaganda 168.95

Printing 200.51

Telegrams and Cablegrams 6.29

Stationery 21.83

Postage and Carfare 9i-Si

Typewriting 26.55

Expressage 3.16

Sabbath School 48.00

S. L. Genes salary S4-00

Sundries 50.35

Appropriation to Federation of American Zionists (in lieu of dues) . . . . 25.00

On account of $100 loan made to send Delegate to Convention at Boston. . 59.00

Convention, 1903, expenses 66.12

Total $1,682.87

Accrued to Shekel Fund, from per capita received 685.03

Grand Total $2,367.90

Recapitulation.

Income $2,599-93

Disbursements (including Shekel Fund) 2,367.90

Balance on hand in Treasury $232.03

Balance due on account of $100 loan made for Delegate to Convention

at Boston 4100

My records also show the following state of our Shekel Fund :

Shekolim accrued from per capita (as aforesaid) $685.03

Shekolim Sold at mass meetings and otherwise 82.75

Total $76778

Shekolim paid through Federation of American Zionists 257.25

Balance in hand of Shekel Master $510.53

General Sources of Income.

Medinah Temple gathering $4I3-I5

Proceeds from theatricals of 1901 29.75

From mass meeting at Porges Hall (in honor of our Delegate) 65

Jacob Cohen (loan for N. F. stamps) 49-30

Loan to send Delegates to the Convention of the Fed. of Am. Zionists 100.00

Unused appropriation to Fed. of Am. Zionists for Delegate to Vienna Con-

ference 25.00

Total (together with income from tax) , $2,599.93
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ing to place their services at the disposal of the cause

to forward their names and addresses to the undersigned.
It is to be understood that such speakers will not

be asked to lecture on any but the dates named by them-

selves ; and they, on the other hand, will not accept engage-
ments outside of those allotted to them by the Committee.

Both English and Yiddish speakers, ladies and gentle-

men, will be welcomed. The list is not limited to

New York.

320 BROADWAY, J. DE HAAS, Sec'y.
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Cue Jfiwisn Colonial t^usl
(Juediscbe SoIoQJai Back, Ltd.)

OF LONDON, ENGLAND,
offers for sale Bearer and

Registered Shates as follows:

Registered Shares, $5.00 each.

Bearer Shares, $5.24 each.

Payable in full at the time of Purchase and

obtainable at the office of

S* Jarmulowsky, Banker,
54 CANAL ST., NEW YORK.

Bearer Shares are delivered immediately after

Purchase, as they are kept on hand at the office

of S. Jarmulowsky, -while Registered Shares

are delivered six w^eeks after purchase, hav-

ing to be entered upon the Registry of

the Bank in London, before they are

ready for delivery.

DDX-IE3

*DnyK» yt2T-icD'3y-i„ jik "lynya,, cD'-ipiyD

my n^a i'5.24 cnp^ "ip"ip2

ps ,|yE5^ip }"3 {y-iyii cpnsvya jyvj5?j px no

pD D'SBK pK jyoipyn ix

.p"IX^13 ,lontOD Sx3Sp 54

Dyn "^sj ^^'^3 enyQy^bya jyiyi) Diye' ly-iya

-lo-iN'' .D px yntsynND jyrn n"""-: Ti? ]VEi'^p

DiyB> yo"»"T^D'3y"i lyax ,d'bein d''Pdiin>

•n ^"""11 nyoysK' jyaxii oayr iD"iyBy^:'yj ;y-iy"n

-D^ayi Dyi px tD-in-^o'jy-i Doiyiv |ynyi^ |yno

•IsniNb pK pjxn xn pa lyo

Richard Gottheil,
PRESIDENT FEDERATION OF AMERICAN ZIONISTS.

N. B. Jewish National Fund stamps are also obtainahle at this office and will be issued
on remittance.

NOTICE

All subscribers of shares of the Jewish Colo-

nial Trust, who have subscribed either through

the temporary office which was opened at No.

2o Broad Street, or S. Jarmulowsky, and have

paid for their shares in full on or before the

31st of Dec, 1902, and have not, as yet,

received their shares, should send their Allot-

ment Letters and payment receipts to S. Jar-

mulowsky, Banker, 54 Canal Street, New

York, in return for which they will receive

their respective shares.

RICHARD GOTTHEIL,

President, Federation of American Zionists

Die melt
A Zionist weekly, published in the Ger-

man language, is thoroughly in touch

with the Zionist thought of the day. Ev-

ery issue of DIE WELT contains enter-

taining essays and accurate information

as to the progress of the movement. It

is practically the organ of the Actions

Comite.

The SubscripHon Price for America

is $3.4.0 per year.

Die melt appears every friday.

Address:

Turkenstrasse 9, Vienna.

Subscriptions received at The Maccabcsan office

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention TliK ]ViALLaB.£AN
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Dnytf' y^y'n ins to^.-iNvyn lyaxn px ,^^011^?

iy'^31 on n^sya -lyn^ jk lyvjNj r^'

t3': D-iyK' yiy^r ^xj jyaNn |in ,1902 J^in

-t3y:5 tsjyotD^^^x* y-iy^n ]v?'^ jy^^r /lyoipyi
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THE MASLIANSKY PRESS
9 RUTGERS ST

,
NEW YORK

The National Jewish Printing Press; caters

specially for Zionist Custom.

Every facility for the production of first-class

work in Hebrew, Yiddish and English.

Prices moderate; estimates given on all kinds

of printing. Write to

P. TURBURG, Manager
Telephon 3451 Franklin

irnna pK ^r^p

•l-^
coD^tD^yn DnyD^JKB

.piN'' vj - - - ,D~iyt3DBN ,.t3D n:yij 256

pN i3:yDB'"':?aNt:Dy bxtsjyn ytsDis^y dnt

.Dt3"'"'t3D nyc^jv sn

linjicir vtti}

I. LISHANSKY
411 GRAND ST., NEWiYORK

Artistic and View Photographer
Picnic Parties and Groups a Specialty
Flashlight Work Unsurpassed
Speciaf Rates for Zionist Societies

T^ ZIONI8T OCIETIE8

The difficulty which many Zionist so-

cieties experience jn the Way of Organ-
ization, dr ifting constitution, printing rules,

arranging suitable and uniform letter heads,

etc., leads to the following announcement :

A Bureau has been established

to formulate, typewrite, submit for approval,

and then print all required Zionist constitu-

tions, by-laws, letter heads, etc., with the pur-

pose of establishing uniformity among the so-

cieties.

Send for Particulars to the

Propaganda Bureau of

THE MACCABAEAN,

320 Broadway, New York City.

Room 1 1 24

ELKEN'S

Music Store
VOCAL AND INSTRU-
MENTAL MUSIC, PIANOS

ALL KINDS OF

INSTRUMENTS AND TRIMMINGS

3 Jefferson St.
Near East Broadway NEW YORK

A Pull Line of Jewish Mu5lc

When Answering Advertisements, Please Mention THE MACCAB/EAN


